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Abstract
Enhancing Clustering and Labeling for Large-Scale Information Retrieval Systems
Xuemei Gong
Advisor: Weimao Ke, Ph.D.
Classic information retrieval (IR) systems rely on ranking algorithms to serve users with
ordered lists of documents according to search queries. Sometimes, however, users do not
have very specific information needs or cannot accurately articulate their information needs
in queries. Cluster-based IR systems, such as those based on the Scatter/Gather paradigm,
have been used to help users clarify their information needs and promote learning via
interactive document clustering and summarization. These systems have the potential to
facilitate user browsing large document collections and exploring topics. However, their
effectiveness is often constrained by poor clustering quality, ambiguous cluster labels, and
the inefficiency to process large-scale data sets.
In interactive clustering, term distributions vary in different clusters or subsets of a
collection. Classic TF*IDF (term frequency * inverse document frequency) term weighting,
especially IDF that counts document frequency in the overall (global) data, does not take
into account the shifted term distributions in a (local) subset and is often incapable of
identifying most informative terms within that subset. To improve clustering quality with
meaningful labels, we propose two novel term weighting schemes, namely TF*ICDF and
DF*LIG. TF*ICDF, or Term Frequency * Inverse within-Cluster Document Frequency,
integrates the local subset information into term weighting. It outperforms TF*IDF in
several aspects for clustering and labeling with various configurations.
In addition, we propose Least Information Gain (LIG) based on the least information
theory, which, similar to Information Gain (IG) based on KL divergence, measures the
amount of information required for a probability distribution change. Based on LIG, we
develop the DF*LIG method for cluster labeling. With DF*LIG, terms that carry more
information in revealing the contents of clusters are chosen as labels, resulting in better
performance in terms of coverage, overlap and precision in comparison to DF*IG. By inte-
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grating TF*ICDF for term weighting and clustering, DF*LIG produces more representative,
distinctive and accurate labels than when it is combined with TF*IDF.
In order to improve clustering efficiency and support data-intensive processing, we de-
velop distributed versions of TF*ICDF and DF*LIG algorithms as well as a parallel clus-
tering algorithm named Pruned Affinity Propagation (PAP) in the Spark framework. The
proposed algorithms efficiently process large-scale data sets by taking advantage of compu-
tational capabilities of individual processors and nodes. Distributed TF*ICDF and DF*LIG
methods scale very well - their efficiency improves significantly with an increased number of
processors. Compared with the original affinity propagation algorithm, PAP achieves much
higher efficiency while maintaining strong effectiveness. Results also show that the execu-
tion time of PAP is greatly reduced by increasing the number of processors and remains
competitive with large numbers of documents, indicating its scalability.
With the support of these effective and scalable methods for text clustering and cluster
labeling, a cluster-based IR system can be greatly improved in its ability to dynamically
identify key features, to produce meaningful clusters, and to generate representative terms
as labels. With the ability to accommodate large-scale data sets, such a system can help
users discover important patterns in the data and help them learn and explore in a dynamic,
complex information space.

11. Introduction
1.1 Overview
Information retrieval (IR) systems have been widely used to find information in our
daily lives. Classic IR systems, such as web search engines, rely on ranking algorithms
to serve users with ordered lists of documents according to search queries. Users need to
examine search results one by one from the top to the bottom of the list and identify results
of interest.
Classic search engines are effective in helping users when they have very specific in-
formation needs and accurately articulate their information needs in queries. Sometimes,
however, people either do not know what they need, or do not know how to articulate their
information needs; users often search for information they know very little about and may
not have sufficient knowledge to form accurate queries. In other circumstances, users may
be looking for pieces of information that provide diverse aspects rather than a ranked list of
redundant documents [Marchionini, 2006]. Even though IR systems can help users identify
potential relevant documents, users still need to browse the returned list of results that
is a mix of results on different subtopics of a query to learn different aspects or identify
results on a specific sub-topic. Therefore, alternative IR techniques are needed to help users
specify their information needs and find novel and diverse information that enriches their
understanding/knowledge.
Clustering, which is an unsupervised process of grouping unlabeled data items into
clusters according to similarity [Jain et al., 1999], has been investigated and adopted as a
useful technique to support information retrieval and information visualization. According
to the cluster hypothesis that “closely associated documents tend to be relevant to the same
requests” [van Rijsbergen, 1979, p. 37], relevant documents tend to be clustered together.
Cluster-based IR aims to improve retrieval effectiveness by automatically classifying search
results, revealing important topics and bringing more relevant information [Jain et al., 1999].
A cluster-based IR system groups documents into clusters based on similarity. Docu-
2Figure 1.1: The Scatter/Gather browsing paradigm
ments on the same topic are expected to be placed in the same cluster. Users can get an
overview of the whole document collection and identify the potential subsets of interest. It
is potentially useful to improve user learning and understanding, and help users explore the
information space.
Cluster-based IR systems are considered complementary to classic retrieval systems in
exploring topics, retrieving subtopics and alleviating information overlook [Carpineto et al.,
2009]. A typical cluster-based IR system, such as the Scatter/Gather system, presents a
set of clusters (main topics) and summaries to the user based on the information space
being explored in each iteration, as depicted in Figure 1.1. The user can select one or
more clusters of interest and require the system to re-cluster the selected documents to
produce new clusters and identify representative keywords for clusters. Through iterative
clustering and interactive browsing, the system and the user can thus achieve a better
mutual understanding about what is needed and together identify relevant information.
31.2 Motivation
Cluster-based IR systems are potentially useful in facilitating browsing and searching.
However, there are some challenges that hinder the development of these systems, such
as improving the quality of clustering results, generating descriptive and distinctive labels
for clusters, maintaining consistency between the contents of clusters and their labels, and
supporting data-intensive processing. The Scatter/Gather system, which is a typical cluster-
based IR system based on the Scatter/Gather paradigm, suffers from problems such as poor
clustering quality, ambiguous cluster labels, and the inefficiency to process large-scale data
sets.
According to our previous user study on Scatter/Gather effectiveness, the Scatter/Gather
system was helpful in supporting users to accomplish search tasks, especially exploratory
tasks, and facilitated their browsing and query formulation, but its effectiveness was con-
strained by the interface design and poor clustering and labeling results. Good clustering
and cluster labeling results contributed to users’ perception of Scatter/Gather effectiveness
and helped improve users’ learning.
The Scatter/Gather system iteratively generates clusters by grouping documents in user
selected clusters, and identifies representative keywords for clusters as labels. After each
iteration, users can get a more focused data set and newly identified topics. They may
expect these new topics to be different from or more specific than previous ones. For
example, after a user selects a cluster labeled with sports and wants to get some new
clusters/topics from it, sports becomes a less meaningful word for the user as all documents
in the cluster discuss sports. More specific topics, such as baseball, basketball and Olympic
games, are more useful and interesting to the user. From the system side, documents are
grouped into the same cluster because they have similar term distributions. These terms
are good discriminators to differentiate clusters. However, they may become less useful
in partitioning documents in the same cluster. When clustering documents in the same
cluster, new features should be selected. It requires the system to dynamically identify new
key features from user selected clusters to produce good clustering results.
Scatter/Gather provides labels to help users understand the contents of clusters. It has
4Figure 1.2: A contrast between good labels and bad labels
been shown that good labels can improve Scatter/Gather effectiveness and facilitate user
browsing and query formulation. Figure 1.2 illustrates good labels in contrast to bad labels.
Given a data set labeled with “Olympics”, “Games” and “World”, the Scatter/Gather
system groups all documents into three clusters and labels each cluster with three keywords.
Good labels are distinctive, predictive and specific. By looking at good labels, which are
distinct, users can easily know the topics in three clusters, which are basketball, race and
volleyball, and how they are related with the general topic of “Olympics”. In contrast,
bad labels are less distinctive, because different clusters have labels in common, such as
“Olympics” and “Games”. It is redundant to use them as labels to indicate the contents of
new clusters, because all documents in the data set discuss Olympics and games. Users will
gain less information from redundant labels and may consider clusters that use the same
labels to be similar, degrading their perceived effectiveness of Scatter/Gather. Therefore,
effective labeling algorithms are needed to generate distinctive, predictive and specific labels
for Scatter/Gather.
With the exponential growth of data, big-data problems occur everywhere, including IR.
Users often need to identify relevant information or topics from millions of search results.
They have urgent demands for tools that can help them explore topics in large amounts of
search results. Users would benefit more from Scatter/Gather if it could efficiently cluster
5very large data sets and identify important topics. Scalable term weighing, clustering and
labeling algorithms are needed to support Scatter/Gather for large volumes of data.
1.3 Research Questions
In order to achieve better performance and attract more users, cluster-based IR systems
should have the ability to generate meaningful clusters and representative labels and to cope
with large data sets. An approach to improve interactive clustering and labeling is to develop
new term weighting methods to dynamically identify informative features. To tackle the
challenges of big data, parallel algorithms should be implemented to support data-intensive
processing. This study focuses on scalable term weighting and clustering algorithms for
cluster-based IR systems, especially those based on the Scatter/Gather paradigm. We aim
to develop new methods for term weighting, clustering and labeling as well as new metrics
for label evaluation. We have the following research questions.
(1) Can the classic TF*IDF term weighting algorithm be improved using intra-cluster
information?
In interactive clustering, term distributions are different in different clusters or subsets
of a collection. Classic TF*IDF (term frequency * inverse document frequency) term
weighting, especially IDF that counts document frequency in the overall (global) data,
does not take into account the shifted term distributions in a (local) subset and is
often incapable of identifying most informative terms within that subset. To improve
clustering quality with meaningful labels, new term weighting schemes that integrate
local cluster information are needed to dynamically re-select and re-weight features in
the cluster or subset for clustering and labeling. This study describes a new within-
cluster term weighting scheme that integrates local cluster information into TF*IDF
term weighting scheme and the methodology for evaluation.
(2) Can Information Gain be improved with the Least Information Theory for term
weighting and cluster labeling?
In probability theory and information theory, Information Gain (IG), which is also
6known as Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, quantifies information reduction in IR
context. It is also adopted as a feature selection method in clustering to measure
the amount of information each term carries in deciding which cluster each document
belongs to. Using IG scheme, a subset of terms that carry more information can be
chosen as features for clustering in the next iteration.
The Least Information Theory (LIT) [Ke, 2013] measures information reduction in a
different way from KL divergence. Inspired by the ideas of IG and LIT, we propose a
new term weighting scheme for labeling and evaluate its performance in comparison
to IG.
(3) Can the proposed term weighting algorithms scale with large data sets?
Cluster-based IR systems confront the big-data challenge, demanding scalable algo-
rithms that can support data-intensive processing. Therefore, it is critical to de-
velop distributed versions of the proposed term weighting algorithms to cope with
the volume and velocity of big data. We use the Spark framework for experimental
evaluation.
(4) Can the Affinity Propagation clustering algorithm be improved to support data-
intensive processing?
The Affinity Propagation (AP) algorithm [Frey and Dueck, 2007] is a graph-based
clustering algorithm and has the advantage over other clustering algorithms in reduc-
ing error rates in many domain applications. However, it becomes inefficient when
clustering large data sets because of its high computational complexity. In order to
address this problem, we develop a parallel clustering algorithm using Spark based on
the original AP algorithm and evaluate its effectiveness and efficiency.
(5) What metrics should be used to evaluate automatically generated cluster labels?
Labels are used to represent topics in a collection and facilitate browsing. Labels are
expected to be able to cover all documents in a cluster, and to be compact, distinctive
and predictive [Kummamuru et al., 2004]. When labeling a hierarchy of clusters, a
cluster’s labels should be able to distinguish it from its parent and sibling clusters, be
7more specific than its parent cluster’s and more general than its child clusters’, and
help user find documents of interest with minimum effort and within minimum time.
It is difficult to quantify the quality of labels as it involves subjective judgment. User
study is a commonly used way to evaluate the quality of labels. Some metrics were pro-
posed to evaluate the performance of labeling in terms of coverage and precision. But
they are insufficient for judging the overall performance of labeling. More evaluation
metrics are needed to measure some other aspects of labeling, such as distinctiveness.
In this study, we propose several new metrics to evaluate labels in terms of coverage
and distinctiveness.
1.4 Contributions
To answer the research questions, we propose scalable term weighing, clustering and
labeling algorithms and evaluate their performance. The following is a summary of our
specific, major contributions in the methods:
(1) TF*ICDF (Term Frequency * Inverse within-Cluster Document Frequency)
TF*ICDF is a within-cluster term weighting scheme for clustering and labeling. It
integrates intra-cluster information into term weighting process and dynamically iden-
tifies important terms as features from clusters.
(2) LIG (Least Information Gain) and DF*LIG (Document Frequency * Least Information
Gain)
LIG is a term weighting scheme for clustering and labeling. It adopts the notion of
information gain and the least information theory to calculate term weights for cluster
labeling. Based on LIG, a labeling method called DF*LIG is proposed.
(3) Distributed versions of TF*ICDF and DF*LIG algorithms
Distributed versions of TF*ICDF and DF*LIG algorithms are developed in the Spark
framework for term weighting and feature selection in large-scale data sets.
(4) PAP (Pruned Affinity Propagation)
8PAP is a parallel document clustering algorithm. It is designed to improve the effi-
ciency of the original affinity propagation algorithm by eliminating weak associations
in the similarity matrix with supporting data-intensive processing.
(5) Evaluation metrics for cluster labeling
New evaluation metrics are proposed to evaluate labels in terms of coverage and
distinctiveness.
1.5 Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the previous
work related to our study. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 target the term weighting problem.
In Chapter 4, we present TF*ICDF term weighting scheme and evaluate its performance in
clustering and cluster labeling. Chapter 4 introduces LIG term weighting scheme, DF*LIG
cluster labeling algorithm and evaluation results. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 focus on scal-
able algorithms in the Spark framework. We develop distributed versions of TF*ICDF and
DF*LIG term weighting algorithms and evaluate their scalability in Chapter 5. In Chap-
ter 6, we propose a parallel clustering algorithm called PAP and evaluate its effectiveness
and efficiency. Finally, we conclude this thesis and introduce future directions in Chapter 7.
92. Related Works
2.1 Data Clustering
Clustering is an unsupervised process of grouping unlabeled data items into clusters
according to similarity [Jain et al., 1999]. Carpineto et al. [2009] characterized clustering
as “a process of discovering subsets of objects in the input (clusters, groups) in such a way
that objects within a cluster are similar to each other and objects from different clusters
are dissimilar from each other, usually according to some similarity measure”. Clustering
generally consists of four steps [Jain et al., 1999]:
(1) Pattern representation: obtaining a set of data items to be used in clustering.
(2) Similarity measurement: calculating the similarity between pairs of data items based
on the similarity measure, such as cosine similarity and Euclidean distance.
(3) Grouping: obtaining a series of partitions of data items based on similarity or other
criteria.
(4) Cluster representation: extracting a representation or description of each cluster.
While clustering is a broad field involving general methods for grouping various data
items, the field of document clustering focuses on studying methods for grouping documents
and improving document ranking [Carpineto et al., 2009]. The majority of document clus-
tering algorithms use the Vector Space Model (VSM) [Salton et al., 1975] for document
representation. In VSM, documents are represented as vectors of terms that are usually
extracted from documents. The value of a document in a dimension is the weight of the
corresponding term in that document calculated according to the term weighting scheme.
Documents are then grouped into clusters according to the similarity measure, such as Eu-
clidean distance and cosine similarity. Finally, each cluster is represented by keywords or
description extracted from documents within it. Various term weighting schemes, similar-
ity computation schemes and grouping schemes have been applied in clustering to solve
different problems, leading to different clustering results.
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2.1.1 Feature Selection
Feature selection refers to the process of choosing a subset of features from the original
feature set to use in clustering. In VSM, each document is represented as a set of terms,
which are produced and selected through input preprocessing, including tokenization, nor-
malization and feature selection.
Some feature selection methods have been proposed and used to identify the subset of
features according to certain criteria. Most commonly used methods include document fre-
quency, information gain, mutual information, χ2 statistic and term strength, among which
information gain and χ2 were found most effective while document frequency performed
similarly and was most efficient for large data sets [Yang and Pedersen, 1997]. These meth-
ods were proved to be effective in improving the clustering efficiency [Liu et al., 2003]. A
hybrid method called HFSM, which combines χ2 statistic and mutual information methods,
was proposed and demonstrated effective in generating more accurate clustering than some
other methods [Benghabrit et al., 2013].
(1) Document Frequency
Document Frequency (DF) has been widely used for feature selection because of its
low computational complexity and high scalability. A term’s DF in a collection is
calculated by:
DFi = ni (2.1)
where ni is the number of documents containing term i in the collection. A term has
high DF if it appears in a large number of documents in the collection. Typically,
terms whose DFs exceed the threshold are chosen as features.
(2) Information Gain
Information Gain (IG) and mutual information evolved from Shannon’s information
theory that was originally designed for engineering communication systems to transmit
information over a noisy channel [Shannon, 1948]. Entropy is used to quantify the
information as “the average number of bits needed to store or communicate one symbol
in a message” [Wikipedia, 2015b]. It measures “the uncertainty involved in predicting
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the value of a random variable” [Wikipedia, 2015b] using Equation 2.2.
H = −k
∑
p(x)logp(x) (2.2)
Let P and Q be two probability distributions. Their uncertainties are calculated by:
H(P ) = −k
∑
pilogpi (2.3)
H(Q) = −k
∑
qilogqi (2.4)
Typically, P and Q represent prior and posterior probability distributions respectively.
The amount of information required to approximate Q using P is calculated via the
entropy reduction from P to Q:
∆H = H(P )−H(Q) (2.5)
Information theory was then extended to many other areas, including IR. Based on the
notion of entropy, mutual information and IG were developed to quantify information
reduction in IR context.
In probability theory and information theory, IG, which is also known as Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence or information divergence, is to measure the difference be-
tween two probability distributions. KL divergence of P fromQ, denoted byDKL(Q||P ),
measures the number of bits required to approximate Q using P . Typically, Q repre-
sents the real or observed distribution, while P represents an approximation of Q. The
measurement is non-symmetric as KL divergence of P from Q is generally different
from that of Q from P . KL divergence of P from Q is computed by:
DKL(Q||P ) = −
∑
x
q(x)logp(x) +
∑
x
q(x)logq(x) (2.6)
In IR, IG measures “the number of bits of information obtained by knowing the
presence or absence of a term in a document” [Yang and Pedersen, 1997, p.413]. IG
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of term i is calculated by:
igi = −
m∑
k=1
p(ck)logp(ck) +
m∑
k=1
p(ck ∧ ti)logp(ck|ti) +
m∑
k=1
p(ck ∧ ti)logp(ck|ti)
=
m∑
k=1
p(ck ∧ ti)log
p(ck|ti)
p(ck)
+
m∑
k=1
p(ck ∧ ti)log
p(ck|ti)
p(ck)
=
m∑
k=1
p(ck ∧ ti)log
p(ck ∧ ti)
p(ck)p(ti)
+
m∑
k=1
p(ck ∧ ti)log
p(ck ∧ ti)
p(ck)p(ti)
= DKL(P (ck ∧ ti)||P (ck , ti)) +DKL(P (ck ∧ ti)||P (ck, ti))
(2.7)
where p(ck) denotes the probability of a document belonging to cluster k; p(ti) is
the probability of a document containing term i; p(ck|ti) refers to the probability of
a document belonging to cluster k given the document containing term i; p(ck ∧ ti)
represents the probability of a document both containing term i and belonging to
cluster k; p(ti) denotes the probability of a document not containing term i; p(ck|ti) is
the probability of a document belonging to cluster k given the document not containing
term i; p(ck ∧ ti) refers to the probability of a document not containing term i and
belonging to cluster k.
A different strategy of feature selection is to partition features into some clusters. Each
cluster contains features with similar structural information of the given documents. The
subset of features can be obtained by selecting representative features from each cluster
[Cheung and Jia, 2012].
However, sometimes, it is not so effective to select features only from the text of doc-
uments, as relationships between terms that are conceptual related but do not co-occur
frequently are ignored. Background knowledge was integrated to address this problem
through adding concepts to the set of features, replacing features by concepts [Hotho et al.,
2003] or enriching the similarity measure [Hu et al., 2008]. External repositories, such as
Wikipedia and WordNet, which are good sources to acquire background knowledge, were
used to improve clustering efficiency [Hotho et al., 2003; Sedding and Kazakov, 2004; Hu
et al., 2008].
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2.1.2 Term Weighting
In VSM, documents are represented as vectors of terms.
Dj = {w1j , w2j , . . . , wij} (2.8)
where wij refers to the weight of term i in document j. Documents are mapped into a
multi-dimensional space. The value of a document in a dimension is the weight of the
corresponding term in that document. Some term weighting schemes have been studied
and used to decide term weights according to term distributions in documents and in the
collection.
(1) TF*IDF
Term Frequency * Inverse Document Frequency (TF*IDF) weighting scheme and its
variants are commonly used for term weighting. The TF*IDF formula usually consists
of three components, namely Term Frequency (TF), Document Frequency (DF) and
normalization. The basic form is:
wij = tfij ∗ log(N/ni) (2.9)
where wij is the weight of term i in document j; tfij denotes the frequency of term i
occurring in document j; ni refers to the number of documents containing term i; N
denotes the total number of documents in the collection; log(N/ni) is usually called
the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF).
(2) Least Information Measures
Least information measures were proposed based on the Least Information Theory
(LIT) for term weighting, including LIB, LIF and their combinations [Ke, 2013].
LIT weights terms based on their probability distributions in documents vs. in the
collection. It extends Shannon’s information theory by adopting the notion of infor-
mation reduction and measures the distance between two probability distributions in
a way different from KL divergence [Ke, 2013].
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The basic idea is that the change in a probability distribution is caused by changes
in probabilities of individual variables. Therefore, the overall entropy reduction is
the sum of entropy reduction of each piece of information. For two probability distri-
butions namely P and Q, the entropy reduction from Q to P is the sum of entropy
reduction of information in each variable in those two distributions. For variable
i, its initial probability and posterior probabilities are pi and qi respectively. The
corresponding initial informative entropy and posterior informative entropy are:
gp = pi(1− lnpi) (2.10)
gq = qi(1− lnqi) (2.11)
The least information required to explain the probability change in variable i is:
Ii = |gq − gp| = |qi(1− lnqi)− pi(1− lnpi)| (2.12)
By summing partial least information in each variable, the total least information is
measured by:
I =
n∑
i=1
Ii =
n∑
i=1
|qi(1− lnqi)− pi(1− lnpi)| (2.13)
LIT was then applied to IR for term weighting [Ke, 2013; Gong and Ke, 2015]. Based
on LIT, least information measures, such as LIB and LIF, were proposed. Their basic
form is:
LI(ti, d) = g(ti|d) − g(ti|C)− g(ti|d) + g(ti|C)
= p(ti|d)(1 − lnp(ti|d)) − p(ti|C)(1− lnp(ti|C))
− p(ti|d)(1− lnp(ti|d)) + p(ti|C)(1 − lnp(ti|C))
(2.14)
where p(ti|d) and p(ti|d) denote probabilities of term i appearing and not appearing
in document d respectively; p(ti|C) and p(ti|C) are probabilities of term i appearing
and not appearing in cluster C respectively.
The difference between LIB and LIF is that the probability in LIB is binary while it
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is continuous in LIF. Some measures that combine LIB and LIF were also proposed,
such as LIB+LIF and LIB*LIF. These term weighting methods were proved to have
comparable performance to TF*IDF and BM25 [Ke, 2013].
Some other term weighting schemes were proposed for document clustering, such as
Term Frequency - Inverse Corpus Frequency (TF-ICF) [Reed et al., 2006] and Cluster-
Based Term weighting scheme (CBT) [Murugesan, 2011]. In contrast to TF-ICF calculated
based on the whole corpus, CBT integrates cluster information into the formula.
2.1.3 Document Clustering Algorithms
A major phase in document clustering is to implement the clustering algorithm on docu-
ments and their features to generate clusters according to the similarity measure. Similarity
measures are often expressed in terms of dissimilarity or distance measures. Commonly used
similarity measures include Euclidean distance and cosine similarity. For measuring the
similarity between two clusters, single-link, complete-link and average-link methods were
proposed, in which distances between two clusters are the minimum, maximum and average
of distances between all pairs of documents from the two different clusters respectively.
Most document clustering algorithms can be generally categorized into two types: hier-
archical methods and partitional methods [Zhang et al., 2011]. With hierarchical clustering
methods, documents are organized into a hierarchy in a bottom-up way or a top-down way.
A typical hierarchical algorithm takes each document as a single cluster and then merges
these clusters gradually into larger clusters until only one single cluster remains. Parti-
tional methods cluster documents using a different strategy by “dividing the whole data set
into a fixed number of disjoint clusters” [Zhang et al., 2011, p.873]. Partitional algorithms
have advantages over hierarchical methods in processing large data sets, but suffer from the
sensitivity to the choice of the number of clusters and initial cluster centroids [Jain et al.,
1999].
Other types of document clustering algorithms include density-based, model-based and
graph-based algorithms [Andreopoulos et al., 2009]. Graph-based algorithms treat cluster-
ing as a graph partitioning problem that is to partition a set of vertices into disjoint small
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subsets [Frey and Dueck, 2007; Ke et al., 2015]. Density-based algorithms identify clusters
based on the notion of density, while model-based clustering algorithms are designed based
on the assumptions of statistic distributions.
2.1.4 Cluster Labeling and Summarization
While clustering aims to group documents on the same topics, cluster labeling is to
summarize topics of clusters in order to facilitate user browsing. There are some prop-
erties desired by cluster labeling and summarization, including high document coverage,
compactness, sibling node distinctiveness and node label predictiveness, short reach time
and specificity [Kummamuru et al., 2004]. These properties can also be used as criteria to
evaluate cluster labeling and summarization.
Labels are usually extracted from documents in the targeted collection. A cluster can
be labeled with terms that are selected from its centroid according to TF*IDF weights [Ke
et al., 2009; Gong et al., 2013] or representative points on cluster boundary [Chen and Liu,
2004]. Commonly used cluster labeling methods include TF*IDF, information gain, mutual
information, log-likelihood ratio and χ2 statistic [Muhr et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2010].
However, sometimes, labels chosen from documents in a cluster are not descriptive or
distinctive enough to reveal important topics in the cluster and distinguish the cluster from
its parent cluster and sibling clusters. Parent-child relationships and sibling relationships
were integrated into labeling methods to improve labeling performance [Bade and Hermkes,
2008; Muhr et al., 2010; Santos et al., 2010; Treeratpituk and Callan, 2006].
Labeling based on targeted data collections suffers from the problem of data sparseness.
Some labeling methods use external sources to improve labeling performance by identifying
topics from external sources and integrating these topics in clustering. One strategy is to
use external data collections to expand and enrich the data context [Carmel et al., 2009;
Kummamuru et al., 2004; Phan et al., 2008]. But its performance varies depending on the
coverage and quality of selected external sources.
Clustering and labeling based on documents can reveal some aspects of a topic but may
not correspond to the aspects that users are interested in. Users are unable to identify the
right cluster according to cluster labels if labels are not informative enough to summarize
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the cluster. The second strategy is to extract aspects of interest of a topic and relations
between queries and results from user clickthrough data, such as queries and the snippets
of the URLs clicked, and use this information for clustering [Beeferman and Berger, 2000;
Wang and Zhai, 2007; Wen et al., 2001]. It can produce labels that are more consistent
with users’ interests but requires a sufficiently large number of logs.
There are several problems with existing algorithms and methods, such as the lack of
predictability of clustering results, the inconsistency between the content of a cluster and
its labels, and the low quality of clustering results [Carpineto et al., 2009]. Better labeling
methods that can produce descriptive and distinctive labels are desired.
2.2 Cluster-Based Information Retrieval
Document clustering has been investigated and adopted as a useful technique to support
IR and information visualization by grouping relevant results and revealing important top-
ics. A cluster-based IR system groups documents into clusters based on the measurement
of similarity. Documents on the same topic are expected to be placed in the same cluster.
Users can get an overview of the whole set of documents, as well as identify small clusters
of documents of interest.
Document clustering can be performed in IR in two ways, namely pre-retrieval clustering
and post-retrieval clustering. In post-retrieval clustering, clusters are generated based on
the retrieved document set, while pre-retrieval clustering “might be based on features that
are infrequent in the retrieved set” [Zamir and Etzioni, 1999, p. 1361]. Post-retrieval clus-
tering overwhelms pre-retrieval clustering in terms of efficiency and effectiveness [Carpineto
et al., 2009]. Cluster-based IR systems usually adopt the post-retrieval clustering approach,
retrieving search results from an IR system and then performing clustering on returned re-
sults. They usually have four components [Carpineto et al., 2009]:
(1) Search results acquisition: retrieving results from search engines.
(2) Input preprocessing: extracting features from results and converting results into a
sequence of features.
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(3) Cluster construction and labeling: clustering input data and labeling clusters.
(4) Visualization of clustered results: presenting clustered results to users in order to
facilitate their browsing.
The performance of clustering depends on a variety of variables including term distri-
butions in related documents in a collection [Voorhees, 1985]. Pre-computed clusters may
help identify similar, relevant documents in the same clusters and reduce the query response
time [Berry, 2003]. However, it may lead to degraded search results if clusters are too het-
erogeneous in terms of the information need [Voorhees, 1985]. And as clustering is quite
subjective, clustering based on a single algorithm cannot address every clustering problem
and meet all users’ requirements.
2.2.1 Search Results Acquisition
The component of search results acquisition is responsible for obtaining search results,
typically including titles, contextual snippets and URLs, for a given query as the input for
the system. A common way to acquire search results is to use application programming
interfaces (APIs) provided by public search engines, such as Google, Bing and Yahoo!, to
fetch results from these search engines [Xu et al., 2009; Gong et al., 2013]. Search engines
usually provide public APIs, but may also have restrictions on the number of queries and
the number of results for each query.
The second method used to obtain results from public search engines is HTML scraping.
HTML scraping is to “use regular expressions or other form of markup detection to extract
titles, snippets and URLs from the HTML stream served by the search engine to its end
users”. This method was widely used in early cluster-based IR systems, but now is prohib-
ited by some search engines. Compared with HTML scraping, APIs is a more reliable and
faster way to obtain search results.
Another method of acquiring search results is to use a dedicated document index.
This method is especially useful when documents are not available through search en-
gines [Carpineto et al., 2009]. In this case, an additional process of generating contextual
document snippets is needed.
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2.2.2 Input Preprocessing
After acquiring search results, the system needs to convert the contents of search results
into a sequence of features that can be used by clustering algorithms. In IR, VSM is
widely used to construct document-term vectors to represent documents. Each document is
represented by a set of terms produced and selected through input preprocessing, typically
including tokenization, normalization and feature selection.
During the first step of tokenization, the text of each search result is split into a sequence
of characters, numbers, symbols or other meaningful units called tokens. Tokenization is
language dependent. In Latin languages, tokens that are separated by spaces can be easily
identified. In languages that do not use space, such as Chinese and Japanese, tokenization
becomes a much more complicated task, requiring more complex heuristics [Carpineto et al.,
2009].
Tokens are then converted into stems through the process of normalization, usually
including case folding, lemmatization and stemming. Each stem represents a set of words
with roughly the same meaning. The Porter stemmer is the most commonly used algorithm
for stemming English [Porter, 1997]. There are some arguments on the effects of stemming
on retrieval performance [Kantrowitz et al., 2000]. It was found useful for some languages,
such as Spanish, German and Finnish. For English, it may help improve recall for some
queries but reduce precision for others.
Finally, features are extracted and chosen from search results using feature selection
methods according to certain criteria. For cluster-based IR systems, features used in clus-
tering can be single words, n-grams, phrases or some other structures.
2.2.3 Cluster Construction and Labeling
A major component in cluster-based IR systems is to perform the clustering algorithm
on search results and their features to generate clusters and label each cluster with keywords
which are usually extracted from documents in the cluster.
Clustering aims to generate topical groups. Documents in the same cluster share similar
term distributions and discuss the same topic. Cluster labeling is to identify topics from
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documents in the cluster. Various clustering and labeling algorithms are applied in cluster-
based IR systems, producing different clustering and labeling results.
2.2.4 Visualization of Clustered Results
The last component of the cluster-based IR system is to visualize the clustered results
to facilitate browsing. It aims to “derive thematic groups or topics from the text and
display them graphically” [Hearst, 2009]. Documents are usually represented by icons laid
out within a space with proximity indicating similarity. Users can get an overview of
the contents of the collection, identify themes or clusters, and find important documents.
Various visualization tools have been developed to visualize documents as clusters and can
be generally classified into four types: textual, tree, theme, and scatter plot views.
Textual views are usually adopted to present the contents of clusters using keywords
or sentences [Cutting et al., 1992; Xu et al., 2009]. Textual representations help users
understand clusters to some extent [Gong et al., 2013] and are easier to use than graphical
depictions for non-experts [Kleiboemer et al., 1996]. Tree views organize documents in a tree
structure with nodes representing documents or clusters [Crouch et al., 1989; Hemmje et al.,
1994; Xu et al., 2009]. Theme views show clusters in rectangles, circles or other shapes with
size indicating the number of documents [Chen et al., 1998; Au et al., 2000; Rivadeneira and
Bederson, 2003; Hearst, 2009; Ke et al., 2009]. Users can drill down into clusters to get sub-
clusters or documents. Theme views are efficient in presenting themes or topics in a data
collection. Scatter plot views map documents onto a multi-dimensional space where the
document’s position indicates its content and similarity to other documents. Dimensions
can be selected according to term frequency, generated using space-reduction techniques
[Hornbæk and Frøkjær, 1999; Allan et al., 2001; Granitzer et al., 2004] or defined by users
[Olsen et al., 1993; Hemmje et al., 1994; Ahn and Brusilovsky, 2013]. Its performance
depends on the quality of terms that are selected as dimensions [Dubin, 1995].
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2.3 Scatter/Gather Paradigm for Information Retrieval
2.3.1 Scatter/Gather Paradigm
Document clustering has been adopted to support interactive browsing and searching.
Based on document clustering, the Scatter/Gather browsing paradigm was proposed to
facilitate user articulation of information needs through iterative clustering, selection, and
navigation [Cutting et al., 1992]. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, in each Scatter/Gather
iteration, the system presents a set of clusters (main topics) and summaries to the user
based on the information space being explored. The user can select one or more clusters he
or she is interested in and re-cluster the subset. After each step, a more focused data subset
can be reached, with a better-defined (implicit) query. The system and the user can thus
achieve a better mutual understanding about what is needed and together identify relevant
information.
Cutting et al. [1992] designed two algorithms called Buckshot and Fractionation to
support the Scatter/Gather paradigm. Buckshot starts with a random set of centroids and
assigns other documents to centroids. Fractionation continually merges clusters into one
single cluster until a desired number of clusters remain. Ke et al. [2008] proposed a more
efficient clustering algorithm called LAIR2 for Scatter/Gather, consisting of two phases:
constructing a dendrogram using a hierarchical algorithm and splitting current clusters
according to the dendrogram in a top-down way. Ke and Gong [2012] further proposed
a distributed (parallel) hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) method to tackle the
efficiency challenge of generating a large-scale hierarchy.
The Scatter/Gather paradigm can support large-scale data processing by pre-computing
a hierarchy of meta-documents [Cutting et al., 1993]. Each meta-document is a set of
documents. This method achieves constant interaction time as a limited number of meta-
documents are processed in each iteration.
Scatter/Gather is a useful tool for navigating retrieval results. With the provided clus-
ters, users can identify useful subsets of documents, eliminate irrelevant subsets, and re-
cluster selected subsets into more refined clusters [Hearst et al., 1995]. Cluster presentation
such as the use of keywords and summaries may have a very prominent impact on user
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behaviors in searches [Pirolli, 1997]. Clustering helps users explore inherent associations
among documents and topics in the information collection being served, potentially en-
abling exploratory learning [Hearst and Pedersen, 1996].
2.3.2 Effectiveness of Scatter/Gather System
The effectiveness of Scatter/Gather relies on a variety of factors associated with the
nature and context of the information need. As a stand-alone IR tool, Scatter/Gather is less
effective than a classic keyword-based search technique, especially when the goal is to locate
specific documents. “Scatter/Gather may be useful in support of the kind of exploratory
sensemaking activities that occur when users encounter large unknown text collections, and
it should be coupled with other kinds of retrieval techniques” [Pirolli et al., 1996, p.220].
In a recent user study, users found Scatter/Gather helpful in helping them search broad
topics but not when they knew a lot about the topic or Gathered & Scattered to a very
focused subset [Ke et al., 2009]. In particular, topic specificity and familiarity appeared
to affect the user’s perception of Scatter/Gather effectiveness in exploratory searches. The
influences appeared to be greater with the Scatter/Gather system, suggesting that there
were special situations in which interactive clustering better supported information retrieval
[Gong et al., 2012, 2013; Zhang et al., 2014].
A system based on the Scatter/Gather paradigm has the potential to promote users’
learning and browsing. From the user’s perspective, seeking for information is to “find
meanings from information in order to extend his or her state of knowledge on a particular
problem or topic [Kuhlthau, 1991, p.361]. It involves not only searching and browsing but
also investigation, learning, and understanding. Effective information retrieval, especially
active retrieval, facilitates learning from discovery and has influences on long-term learning
and acquisition of knowledge [Karpicke, 2012; Qu et al., 2010]. Research also studied the
impact of Scatter/Gather on “incidental learning of topic structure”, and found that it
induced “a more coherent conceptual image of a text collection and a richer vocabulary for
constructing search queries” [Pirolli et al., 1996, p.213].
According to our previous user study on Scatter/Gather effectiveness, the Scatter/Gather
system was helpful in supporting users to accomplish search tasks and facilitated their
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browsing and query formulation, but its effectiveness was constrained by the interface de-
sign and poor clustering results. Scatter/Gather enabled users to search with fewer queries
for exploratory tasks, consistent with the observation that Scatter/Gather is potentially use-
ful when query specification is difficult. Users tended to consider that a task was easy and
Scatter/Gather was useful when they were satisfied with documents received for the task
and documents were appropriately assigned to clusters. They used more queries in searches
when they were more familiar with the task or when documents were less appropriately
assigned to clusters. Clustering quality had significant influences on users’ perception of
Scatter/Gather effectiveness. Good clustering and cluster labeling results helped improve
users’ learning.
2.4 Data-intensive Processes for Clustering and Retrieval
2.4.1 Big-Data Challenges
Big data is a hot topic attracting a lot of attention and arouse a great deal of interest
from both academia and industry. Big data is not only a term describing “data sets with
sizes beyond the ability of commonly used software tools to capture, curate, manage, and
process data within a tolerable elapsed time” [Wikipedia, 2015a], but also refers to “a set of
techniques and technologies that require new forms of integration to uncover large hidden
values from large datasets that are diverse, complex, and of a massive scale” [Hashem et al.,
2015, p.100]. Big data may provide more information than separated small data sets with
the same amount of data.
Big-data problems occur in many areas, including the area of IR. With the development
of web and information technologies, users increase rapidly and data grow exponentially.
IR systems have to process web pages from more than 700 million websites [Netcraft, 2013].
Some research studies have been conducted to address big-data problems using “a data-
driven, empirical approach”, which contains three components: data, features (“representa-
tions of the data”), and algorithms (“some method for capturing regularities in the data”)
[Lin and Dyer, 2010, p.3]. Among these three components, data is the basis for the other
two. “More data lead to better algorithms and systems for solving real-world problems”
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[Lin and Dyer, 2010, p.6].
The ability to process data with any individual machine cannot cope with large data sets.
To tackle the challenges of big data, it should take advantage of computational capabilities
of individual machines in the cluster to support data-intensive processing.
2.4.2 Data-Intensive Models
Distributed computing uses groups of networked machines to conduct a computational
task. Each machine has its own local memory and communicates with other machines by
passing messages. In distributed computing, a large task is divided into small tasks. Each
task is assigned to one or more machines.
2.4.2.1 MPI Model
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is “a message-passing application programmer
interface, together with protocol and semantic specifications for how its features must be-
have in any implementation (such as a message buffering and message delivery progress
requirement)” [Gropp et al., 1996, p. 3]. It supports point-to-point message passing and
collective operations, which are assigned to a user-specified cluster of processors [Mohamed
and Marchand-Maillet, 2012]. It requires the programmer to define which task is assigned
to which processor and how each processor communicates with other processors. All pro-
cessors concurrently execute the program and exchange data during execution. MPI is
suitable for dependent algorithms requiring data exchange and communication. However,
MPI programming sometimes suffers from problems such as deadlocks, data races, mis-
matches, resource handling, memory and other resource exhaustion, portability [Krammer
and Resch, 2006], and communication overhead [Cambazoglu et al., 2006].
2.4.2.2 Grid Computing
Grid computing is to use a loosely-coupled collection of heterogeneous machines from
multiple administrative domains “under the control of distinct but cooperative organiza-
tions” to solve a single problem [Lin and Dyer, 2010, p. 7]. A main strategy of grid
computing is to divide a problem into small tasks and apportion tasks among a cluster of
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machines. As there are no high-speed connections between machines, grid computing is
suitable for independent algorithms requiring no communication between machines.
Grid computing has been used for software resources retrieval [Pallis et al., 2009; Dika-
iakos et al., 2012]. It faces implementation challenges such as coordinating different ma-
chines that “may fall under different policies” or mechanisms, achieving load balancing and
reducing communication overhead when distributing the task of harvesting the software files
to “the computational resources available in the infrastructure”, and ensuring that software
harvesters have access to servers [Dikaiakos et al., 2012, p.7].
2.4.2.3 MapReduce
MapReduce is a distributed programming framework for large-scale data processing.
It was first developed by Google to “scale their data processing needs” [Lam, 2010, p.
3]. MapReduce divides the large data set into many smaller blocks and assigns blocks to
different machines to process in parallel, leading to better performance and lower price.
MapReduce is suitable for independent algorithms with no need or little need to communi-
cate among processors.
MapReduce has the advantage in “easy scaling of data processing over multiple comput-
ing nodes” [Lam, 2010, p.8], and hiding “many system-level details from the programmer”
[Lin and Dyer, 2010, p. 19]. It enables the programmer to focus on algorithms and ignore
how algorithms are executed and how processors communicate with each other. The exe-
cution framework takes charge of scheduling, data/code co-location, synchronization, and
error and fault handling.
There are two main phases called mappers and reducers within MapReduce programs.
In the mapping phase, the mapper takes the input data in the format of key-value pairs and
generates a set of intermediate key-value pairs as output. In the reducing phase, the reducer
processes and aggregates all the outputs from the mapper by merging all intermediate values
associated with the same intermediate key, and generates a final result.
Figure 2.1 shows the overall operation flow of the MapReduce framework. MapReduce
processes distributed storage and computation based on the master/slave architecture. In
the beginning, the program splits the input data set into smaller partitions. The master
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Figure 2.1: The MapReduce framework [Dean and Ghemawat, 2008]
assigns a map task and a reduce task to each mapper and each reducer respectively. Each
mapper reads and processes a partition of input data to generate intermediate key-value
pairs and stores them on local disk. Then each reducer reads intermediate key-value pairs
assigned to it and generates the final results.
Besides mappers and reducers, MapReduce framework has two additional elements
called partitioners and combiners. Combiners “perform local aggregation on the output
of each mapper”, resulting in fewer intermediate key-value pairs. Partitioners “divide up
the intermediate key space and assign intermediate key-value pairs to reducers” before
shuﬄing and sorting [Lin and Dyer, 2010, p.28].
Hadoop, an open source version of MapReduce, was developed and adopted by many
companies as a core part of their computing infrastructure. It has four main components:
Hadoop Common, Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), Hadoop YARN and Hadoop
MapReduce. Hadoop stores data sets in HDFS, manages cluster resources on YARN and
performs parallel processing using MapReduce. In HDFS, the namenode manages the file
namespace, coordinates file operations and maintains overall health of the file system, while
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Figure 2.2: The architecture of YARN [Jones and Nelson, 2015]
datanodes are responsible for storing data blocks. YARN takes charge of job schedul-
ing and resource management in the master/slave architecture on top of HDFS layer, as
shown in Figure 2.2. In YARN, the ResourceManager controls the entire cluster, coordi-
nates the assignment of resources to NodeManagers, “works with ApplicationMasters to
allocate resources and works with the NodeManagers to start and monitor their underlying
application” [Jones and Nelson, 2015].
2.4.2.4 Spark
Spark is a cluster computing system designed for processing large-scale data sets. Spark
has a key concept called Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD), which is a collection of data
items that are partitioned and distributed across a set of machines. RDDs can be created
from an existing collection or an external storage system or by transforming other RDDs.
Two kinds of RDD operations can be performed on RDDs: transformations and actions.
Transformations “create a new dataset from an existing one”, such as map, filter and
distinct, while actions return a value to the driver program after running a computation on a
dataset” or export the results to the storage system, such as reduce, count and collect [Spark,
2015b]. Transformations are executed until an action is performed to return a result to the
application. Another type of RDD operation is called persistence, which allows the user
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Figure 2.3: Spark processing layers [Kirillov, 2015]
to choose whether data sets should be cached into memory for future operations, including
persist and cache. It is especially useful when repeatedly accessing data is required.
Figure 2.3 depicts the process of executing a Spark application. To run a Spark applica-
tion, Spark partitions and parallels the data set to create RDDs, transforms them and runs
actions, resulting in a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) of operations. Then DAG scheduler
complies DAG into stages. Each stage contains a series of tasks that are launched by task
scheduler. Finally, executors run tasks on worker nodes.
Figure 2.4 presents the architecture of Spark cluster mode. When running Spark ap-
plications on a cluster, the SparkContext object in the driver program connects to the
cluster manager, which can be Spark’s own standalone cluster manager, Mesos or YARN,
to allocate resources and send tasks to executors on worker nodes.
Spark has the advantage over Hadoop in dealing with a variety of data sets and pro-
cessing large-scale data sets more efficiently. In Spark, most operations can be performed
on “RDDs containing any type of data items”, while “a few special operations are only
available on RDDs of key-value pairs” [Spark, 2015b], such as aggregating or grouping data
points by the key. Spark runs more efficiently than Hadoop as it enables applications to
run both in memory and on disk. It was found effective in improving the performance of
iterative algorithms involving data reuse [Lin et al., 2013; Jha et al., 2014].
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Figure 2.4: The architecture of Spark cluster mode [Spark, 2015a]
2.4.3 Data-Intensive Processes for Text Clustering
Clustering algorithms performed on a single machine can efficiently process small data
sets, but are inadequate to handle large-scale data sets due to the limit of main memory
and the execution time. An effective way to process large-scale data sets is to concurrently
perform clustering on multiple machines and finally integrate all clustering results.
Parallel algorithms can be exploited in three strategies: independent parallelism, task
parallelism and single program multiple data (SPMD) [Talia, 2002]. Independent paral-
lelism allows each processor to access the whole data set without communication with other
processors. In task parallelism, each processor runs different algorithms on the local par-
tition of a data set. In SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) parallelism, all processors
execute the same algorithm on local partitions of a data set and exchange partial results
with each other. These three strategies can be implemented individually or combined to
use.
Both task parallelism and SPMD parallelism have a key component called data partition-
ing. In general, data partitioning can be performed in three ways: sequential partitioning
that results in partitions without overlaps, cover-based partitioning that produces partitions
with overlaps, and range-based query partitioning that divides the data set according to
the values of selected attributes [Talia, 2002].
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3. TF*ICDF: Within-Cluster Term Weighting Scheme for Clustering and
Labeling
3.1 Introduction
The Scatter/Gather paradigm was proposed to facilitate searching and browsing by in-
teractive document clustering and summarization. It has the potential to promote learning
and understanding. However, Scatter/Gather suffers from the problem of poor clustering
quality and ambiguous cluster labels. After each Scatter/Gather iteration, users can get
a more focused data set and may expect to know some new aspects or sub-topics. As
Scatter/Gather provides labels to help users understand clusters, labels are expected to be
descriptive and distinctive enough to indicate the contents of clusters. It requires Scat-
ter/Gather to dynamically identify most informative features from selected clusters and use
these features in clustering and labeling.
In interactive clustering, term distributions vary in different clusters or subsets of a
collection. Classic TF*IDF term weighting, especially IDF that counts document frequency
in the (global) collection, does not take into account the shifted term distributions in a
(local) subset and is often incapable of identifying most informative terms within that
subset. Therefore, term weighting algorithms that focus on term distributions in the subset
should be developed to identify key features for clustering and labeling.
3.2 Proposed Method
We propose a term weighting scheme, namely Term Frequency * Inverse within-Cluster
Document Frequency (TF*ICDF), which dynamically calculates term weights based on
term distributions in user selected clusters. According to TF*ICDF, the weight of term i
in document j in cluster k is calculated by:
wijk = log(1 + tfij) ∗ log(Nk/nik) (3.1)
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where wijk denotes the weight of term i in document j that belongs to cluster k; tfij, referred
to as Document Frequency (DF), is the frequency of term i in document j; nik, referred to as
within-Cluster Document Frequency (CDF), denotes the number of documents in cluster k
containing term i; Nk is the total number of documents in cluster k; log(Nk/nik) is referred
to as Inverse within-Cluster Document Frequency (ICDF). When applying TF*ICDF in
Scatter/Gather, cluster k is the union of the user selected clusters.
TF*ICDF inherits from the classic TF*IDF method, consisting of two components: term
frequency and within-cluster document frequency. Term i will have high term frequency if
it occurs often in document j, and high ICDF if it occurs only in a few documents in a
cluster. The weight of term i will be highest if it frequently occurs in a few documents in
a cluster, and lowest if it occurs in every document in the cluster.
Initially, the entire collection can be perceived as one cluster where a term’s TF*ICDF
weight is the same as its TF*IDF weight. After clusters are generated by performing the
clustering algorithm, a term’s TF*ICDF weight in the union of the chosen clusters changes
and becomes different from its TF*IDF weight calculated based on collection-wide statistics.
In a cluster, terms that are contained by the majority of its member documents but not
by documents in other clusters have low TF*ICDF weights and high TF*IDF weights.
These terms are not good discriminators to partition documents in the same cluster. Terms
with higher TF*ICDF weights should be identified as new important features for grouping
member documents into new clusters.
Similar to DF, CDF can be used as a feature selection method. Terms whose CDFs
exceed the threshold are chosen as features. The underlying assumption is that frequent
terms are more informative and influential for predicting categories. Removing rare terms
can reduce the number of features or dimensions, leading to higher computational efficiency
and sometimes higher accuracy. Both TF*ICDF and CDF methods can easily scale with
large data sets.
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3.3 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of TF*ICDF, we choose 10 categories from a sufficiently
large and diverse corpus, implement k-means algorithm with TF*ICDF and TF*IDF re-
spectively on each data block, and compare clustering and labeling results according to
evaluation metrics.
3.3.1 Data Set
We use New York Times (NYTimes) Annotated Corpus for our experiment. NYTimes
corpus contains over 1.8 million documents “written and published by the New York Times
between January 1, 1987 and June 19, 2007” [Times, 2008]. As part of indexing procedures,
about 36% of documents were manually summarized by library scientists. The abstract
precisely summarizes the document with words that usually appear in it, so we use the
abstract as the gold standard to evaluate labels generated by cluster labeling algorithms.
In NYTimes corpus, each document has one or more taxonomic classifiers that place the
document into a hierarchy. In this study, we choose News, which is one of root categories
and contains over 1.3 million documents, as the collection, and 10 categories belonging
to News: Olympics 2006, Olympics 2004, NBA, Hockey, Drugs, Issues, Candidates, Small
Business, States and Countries. Each category contains a number of sub-categories that
are used as the gold standard to evaluate the performance of clustering.
The collection includes document id, title and content of all documents in News. For
each category, we extract document id, title and content from each document in the category
to generate a small data set, remove documents that belong to more than one sub-category
or do not contain the field of abstract from the data set, and split the data set that contains
more than 3000 documents into some blocks. Sub-categories that contain too few documents
are excluded from the data set. There is no overlap between blocks in the same category.
Table 3.1 presents the total number of documents, the number of chosen documents, the
number of chosen sub-categories, the number of blocks and the size of each block in each
category.
We also extract the abstract from each selected document, perform case-folding, tok-
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Table 3.1: Categories in the Data Set
Categories
All Chosen # of Sub- # of
Block Sizes
Documents Documents categories Blocks
Olympics 2004 1060 1060 24 1 1060
Olympics 2006 144 144 8 1 144
NBA 3692 3692 30 2 1853, 1839
Hockey 1880 1880 29 1 1880
Drugs 1017 1017 28 1 1017
Candidates 7830 7830 11 4 1962, 1959, 1956, 1953
Issues 1548 1548 22 1 1548
Small Business 4189 4189 9 2 2096, 2093
Countries 47491 9454 26 5 1894, 1893, 1889, 1886, 1892
States 92760 9253 30 5 1854, 1851, 1847, 1848, 1853
Table 3.2: Abstracts of Documents in the Data Set
Categories
# of # of Unique Words # of Words
Unique Words Per Abstract Per Abstract
Olympics 2004 4708 18.89 20.65
Olympics 2006 840 15.31 16.14
NBA 7535 17.27 18.21
Hockey 5050 16.19 17.2
Drugs 8419 41.70 48.12
Candidates 21161 40.38 45.62
Issues 10479 43.35 49.21
Small Business 18100 33.11 37.55
Countries 29677 38.75 43.56
States 27548 30.54 33.81
enization and stop words removal on the abstract, and use the remaining single words as
tags for the document. These tags are used to generate “correct labels” for label evaluation.
Table 3.2 shows the total number of unique words, the number of unique words per abstract
and the number of words per abstract in each category.
3.3.2 Term Weighting
We perform term weighting with both TF*ICDF and TF*IDF weighting schemes. Each
block in a category can be perceived as a union of clusters that are generated and selected
from the root category News. For each block, documents are represented as vectors of terms
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with TF*ICDF weights calculated based on the (local) block and that with TF*IDF weights
based on the entire (global) collection News.
According to TF*ICDF weighting scheme, the weight of term i in document j within
block/cluster k is calculated by Equation 3.1, where Nk and nik denote the number of docu-
ments in cluster k and the number of documents containing term i in cluster k respectively.
The TF*IDF weight of term i in document j within block/cluster k is calculated by
Equation 3.2, where N and ni refer to the number of documents in News and the number
of documents containing term i in News respectively.
wij = log(1 + tfij) ∗ log(N/ni) (3.2)
TF*ICDF and TF*IDF have the same term frequency component that is log(1 + tfij),
but differ in document frequency component. While a term’s ICDF weight is calculated by
integrating (local) cluster information, its IDF weight uses (global) collection information.
3.3.3 Feature Selection
We also examine the effects of the number of features on clustering effectiveness in this
study. The number of features used in clustering is perceived to have great influences on
clustering results and efficiency, and hence affects the labeling performance. There are
more than 10k features in each block. We choose a series of numbers as feature sizes to
be examined in the experiment, including 10, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1k, 2k, 3k, 5k, 10k and all
features. For a block and a fixed feature size, two subsets of features are chosen according
to their CDF and DF from two different collections: one subset contains terms with the
highest CDFs chosen from the whole set of terms in the block; the other subset contains
terms with the highest DFs chosen from the whole set of terms in News.
With features chosen from a data set according to document frequency of a term weight-
ing scheme, documents in the data set are converted into vectors of features weighted by
the same scheme for clustering. In order to efficiently process the large amount of data in
the collection, we implement feature selection and document vectorization using Hadoop.
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3.3.4 Clustering
For each weighting scheme and a fixed feature size, documents in a block are represented
as vectors of the chosen features weighted by the scheme, and then clustered into a number
of clusters corresponding to the number of its selected sub-categories using k-means with
Weka machine leaning and data mining package [Hall et al., 2009].
K-means [Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007] is a well-known partitional method used to
find a number of clusters by minimizing the sum of distances between documents and the
corresponding centroids of clusters. It starts with an arbitrary selection of the desired
number of output clusters and a selection of initial cluster centroids, and generates the final
clusters after some iterations. In each iteration, each document is assigned to its closest
centroid. New centroids are calculated based on current cluster memberships. This process
ends when no other re-assignment occurs or changes fall below the pre-defined threshold.
By implementing k-means algorithm, we get a series of clustering results with different
numbers of features weighted by different schemes in each block.
3.3.5 Cluster Labeling
For each cluster, we identify its centroid, rank features in descending order of the weight
in the centroid, and choose the top 10 features with the highest weights as labels. For the
whole block, which can be perceived as the parent cluster, we identify its centroid and label
it with 10 terms that have the highest weights in the centroid.
3.3.6 Evaluation
3.3.6.1 Clustering
Relying on the existing hierarchy consisting of categories and their sub-categories as
the gold standard, we evaluate clustering results in terms of purity, normalized mutual
information (NMI), rand index (RI), precision, recall and F1.
Purity and NMI can be calculated by:
purity(C,L) =
1
N
∑
i
max
j
|ci ∩ lj| (3.3)
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Table 3.3: Decision Table of Clustering
System⇒
Same Cluster Different Clusters
Labels/Truth⇓
Same Class TP: True Positive FN: False Negative
Different Classes FP: False Positive TN: True Negative
NMI(C,L) =
∑
i
∑
j P (ci ∩ lj)log
P (ci∩lj)
P (ci)P (lj)
[−
∑
i P (ci)logP (ci)−
∑
j P (lj)logP (lj)]/2
(3.4)
where C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} and L = {l1, l2, . . . , ln} are the set of clusters and the set of
classes respectively. Purity measures the accuracy of the assignment, while NMI measures
the information gained from knowing clusters.
Document clustering can be considered as a series of decisions about assigning pairs of
documents into the same cluster or different clusters. Table 3.3 summarizes four kinds of
decisions.
Based on this notion, RI, precision, recall and F1 can be computed by:
RI =
TP + TN
TP + FP + FN + TN
(3.5)
P =
TP
TP + FP
(3.6)
R =
TP
TP + FN
(3.7)
F1 =
2 ∗ P ∗R
P +R
(3.8)
While RI takes both true positive and true negative decisions into account, precision
and recall focus on true positive decisions. F1 makes a trade-off between precision and
recall.
3.3.6.2 Cluster Labeling
It is difficult to quantify the quality of labels as it involves subjective judgment. User
study is a commonly-used way to evaluate the quality of labels. Some metrics were proposed
to evaluate the performance of labeling. In general, these metrics can be divided into
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two categories: coverage that measures how well the chosen labels of a cluster represent
documents in the cluster, such as Document-Label-Overlap [Muhr et al., 2010], and precision
that estimates how approximate the labels chosen by labeling algorithm to the correct
labels, such as Match@N, P@N, mean reciprocal rank (MRR) and mean total reciprocal
rank (MTRR) [Treeratpituk and Callan, 2006; Roitman et al., 2014; Carmel et al., 2009].
Precision measures require a set of correct labels to be used as the gold standard.
In order to automatically evaluate the performance of labeling algorithms, we adopt
and modify coverage and precision indicators and propose three indicators about overlap
to measure the distinctiveness of labels.
(1) Coverage
Ideally, labels chosen for a cluster cover all its member documents but do not cover doc-
uments in other clusters. Therefore, we have the following three metrics: LocalCover-
age@N, ClusterBasedOuterCoverage@N and DocumentBasedOuterCoverage@N. Lo-
calCoverage@N measures how well labels of a cluster cover its member documents,
while the other two measure whether labels of a cluster cover documents not belonging
to that cluster. Given 10 labels selected for each cluster:
• LocalCoverage@N is calculated as the average percentage of documents in a
cluster that contain at least N labels of that cluster.
• ClusterBasedOuterCoverage@N for a cluster is the average percentage of docu-
ments that belong to another cluster and contain at least N labels of the given
cluster. ClusterBasedOuterCoverage@N for all clusters is the mean of each clus-
ter’s ClusterBasedOuterCoverage@N.
• DocumentBasedOuterCoverage@N is the average percentage of documents that
are not in a cluster and contain at least N labels of that cluster.
A good labeling algorithm should have high local coverage and low outer coverage.
High local coverage indicates that labels chosen for a cluster are good representatives
for the cluster. Low outer coverage indicates that a cluster’s labels can distinguish it
from others.
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(2) Overlap
Overlap metrics aim to show how distinctive a cluster’s labels are from its parent and
sibling clusters’. Given N labels selected for each cluster:
• ParentChildOverlap@N is calculated as the average percentage of a cluster’s
labels matching its parent cluster’s labels.
• SiblingOverlap@N is the average percentage of a cluster’s labels matching its
sibling cluster’s labels.
• OverallOverlap@N is computed as the percentage of all clusters’ labels that ap-
pear more than once.
Low overlap, indicating that distinctive labels are chosen for different clusters, is
desired by labeling algorithms.
(3) Precision
Precision indications include P@N, MRR@N and MTRR@N. Given N labels chosen
for each cluster:
• P@N denotes the average percentage of generated labels that match correct labels
for each cluster.
• MRR@N is calculated as “the mean of the reciprocal of the rank of the first
correct label” [Treeratpituk and Callan, 2006, p.172].
• MTRR@N is the mean of the sum of the reciprocal of the rank of all correct
labels.
A labeling algorithm with high precision produces labels approximate to correct ones.
In this experiment, correct labels for a cluster are identified from abstracts of doc-
uments in the cluster. We design a measure, referred to as LF1, to choose correct
labels for a cluster, which is calculated by:
LF1ik =
2 ∗ LPik ∗ LRik
LPik + LRik
(3.9)
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LPik =
dfik
nk
(3.10)
LRik =
dfik
dfi
(3.11)
where dfik denotes the number of abstracts containing term i in cluster k; nk is the
number of documents/abstracts in cluster k; dfi is the total number of abstracts
containing term i. LP measures the percentage of abstracts in a cluster containing a
term, while LR measures the percentage of abstracts that contain a term belonging to
a cluster. LF1 makes a trade-off between LP and LR. A term is a good representative
of a cluster if it appears in most of abstracts within the cluster and rarely appears in
other abstracts. Top 10 terms with the highest LF1 scores are chosen as the correct
labels for each cluster.
3.4 Results
We evaluate the effectiveness of TF*ICDF weighting scheme in comparison to TF*IDF
using evaluation metrics.
3.4.1 TF*ICDF for Clustering
3.4.1.1 Weighting Scheme
Relying on paired t-test with clustering results of all data sets, we examine the effects of
the weighting scheme on clustering results and find significant differences between clustering
results based on TF*ICDF and TF*IDF. Table 3.4 shows the mean of differences between
TF*ICDF and TF*IDF in terms of purity, NMI, RI, precision, recall and F1 of clustering
results with various feature sizes based on different schemes. A positive value indicates
that clustering with TF*ICDF has better performance than that with TF*IDF. TF*ICDF
outperforms TF*IDF in terms of purity and NMI when 3k or fewer features are used in
clustering, in terms of RI and precision when 1k or fewer features are chosen, and in recall
and F1 with 10 or 100 features. There is no significant difference between TF*ICDF and
TF*IDF when more than 3k features are selected for clustering. It indicates that TF*ICDF
is more effective when 3k or fewer features are used in clustering.
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Table 3.4: Mean of Differences between TF*ICDF and TF*IDF with Different Feature Sizes
# of Features
Mean of Difference (TF*ICDF - TF*IDF)
Purity RI Precision Recall F1 NMI
10 0.0084 0.0032** 0.015** 0.0035** 0.006** 0.015**
50 0.026* 0.0072** 0.035** 0.007 0.011 0.039***
100 0.038*** 0.0063* 0.028** 0.0051* 0.0089* 0.045***
200 0.045** 0.014 0.029* 0.0077 0.012 0.055***
300 0.049*** 0.014** 0.033*** 0.0056 0.011 0.058***
500 0.044*** 0.013* 0.026* -0.00075 0.0067 0.049***
1k 0.032** 0.015* 0.019* 0.012 0.016 0.037**
2k 0.014** -0.0033 0.006 -0.02 -0.0034 0.022**
3k 0.011* 0.013 -8.7e-05 0.026 0.014 0.018*
5k 0.0034 -0.014 -0.0021 0.03 0.0048 0.0046
10k 0.0021 -0.011 0.0023 0.061 0.017 0.0026
all 0 0 0 0 0 0
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
Figure 3.1 compares TF*ICDF and TF*IDF in terms of the average purity, RI, precision,
recall, F1 and NMI of clustering results with different numbers of features. For all metrics,
higher scores indicate better performance. TF*ICDF outperforms TF*IDF in terms of
purity, precision and NMI with fewer than 3k features. Their differences tend to be greater
when 200 to 1k features are used in clustering.
3.4.1.2 Feature Size
As illustrated in Figure 3.1, with the increasing number of features used in clustering,
RI decreases while recall and F1 increase. Purity, precision and NMI of TF*ICDF initially
increase, reach the highest scores with 200 to 500 features, and then gradually decrease,
showing that TF*ICDF achieves its best performance with 200 to 500 features.
Relying on paired t-test with clustering results based on TF*ICDF, we compare the
performance of clustering with different feature sizes. Table 3.5 shows the mean of differ-
ences between a feature size (I), with which clustering performs best in a metric, and any
other feature size (J). The positive value indicate clustering with I performs better than
that with J in a metric. For example, according to the second column, clustering with 300
features has the highest purity than that with any other feature size, as means of differences
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Figure 3.1: A comparison between TF*ICDF and TF*IDF for clustering
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Table 3.5: Mean of Differences between Different Feature Sizes Based on TF*ICDF
Mean of Differences (I - J)
Purity RI Precision Recall F1 NMI
#(I)⇒ 300 50 200 all all 300
#(J)⇓
10 0.049*** 0.00027 0.038*** 0.73*** 0.3*** 0.065***
50 0.025*** - 0.011 0.71*** 0.27*** 0.033***
100 0.013*** 0.0038** 0.0085* 0.7*** 0.26*** 0.019***
200 0.00036 0.0091** - 0.67*** 0.23*** 0.0019
300 - 0.017*** 0.0045 0.64*** 0.21*** -
500 0.0014 0.036** 0.0092 0.59*** 0.18*** 0.0028
1k 0.0046 0.051** 0.01 0.51*** 0.12*** 0.0048
2k 0.019* 0.076** 0.02** 0.38*** 0.059** 0.03**
3k 0.027** 0.11*** 0.026*** 0.33*** 0.05* 0.043**
5k 0.039*** 0.14*** 0.04*** 0.27*** 0.04** 0.075***
10k 0.044*** 0.2*** 0.042*** 0.13*** 0.014 0.088***
all 0.053*** 0.28*** 0.056*** - - 0.11***
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
are positive. According to Table 3.5, it is found that clustering with 200 to 1k features has
the highest purity and NMI. Clustering with 50 features has the best performance in RI.
Clustering with 200 to 1k features performs best in precision. Clustering with all features
has the highest recall and F1. It indicates that clustering based on TF*ICDF with a certain
number of frequently occurring features performs best in purity, NMI, RI and precision.
3.4.1.3 Category
We investigate the performance of TF*ICDF in different categories in comparison to
TF*IDF. Table 3.6 compares their performance in each category according to the mean
of differences in purity, RI, precision, recall, F1 and NMI. The performance varies in all
respects. Significant differences are found among clustering results using different weighting
schemes. In Olympics 2004, NBA, Small Business and Countries, TF*ICDF outperforms
TF*IDF in almost every aspect. In Hockey, Drugs and Issues, TF*ICDF achieves better
performance in all aspects except recall and F1. Compared with TF*IDF, TF*ICDF also
has significant higher purity in Olympics 2006 and higher NMI in Candidates. No significant
difference is found in State. Overall, TF*ICDF outperforms TF*IDF in different aspects
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Table 3.6: Mean of Differences between TF*ICDF and TF*IDF in Different Categories
Categories
Mean of Differences (TF*ICDF - TF*IDF)
Purity RI Precision Recall F1 NMI
Olympics 2004 0.065** 0.03** 0.044** 0.0011 0.024* 0.092**
Olympics 2006 0.055* 0.032 0.036 0.026 0.033 0.061
NBA 0.043*** -0.008 0.023** 0.022* 0.011*** 0.029***
Hockey 0.052* 0.0083** 0.034* -0.0006 0.0061 0.041*
Drugs 0.036*** 0.0037 0.022* 0.003 0.0065 0.048***
Candidates 3.2e-05 0.003 0.0021 0.0062 -0.0002 0.013***
Issues 0.018* 0.021* 0.02** -0.017 0.0016 0.03**
Small Business 0.057*** 0.024*** 0.064*** 0.024* 0.037*** 0.08***
Countries 0.02*** 0.00063 0.0069*** 0.0087 0.0056*** 0.023***
States -0.0002 -0.0069 -0.0012 0.018 0.00078 0.0016
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
and categories, indicating that TF*ICDF term weighting scheme and CDF feature selection
method are applicable to data sets on various topics.
According to Table 3.6, significant differences exist between TF*ICDF and TF*IDF in
all categories except States. It suggests that States has similar term distributions with
News, while term distributions in other categories are different from those in News, as
TF*ICDF and TF*IDF are calculated based on the local cluster/subset and the global col-
lection respectively. In this experiment, categories can be regarded as clusters on different
topics generated and selected from News. Local clusters usually have different term dis-
tributions from the global collection. TF*ICDF effectively takes advantage of shifted term
distributions in the local cluster/subset and hence produces better clustering results than
TF*IDF.
3.4.2 TF*ICDF for Cluster Labeling
We also evaluate the performance of TF*ICDF for cluster labeling in comparison to
TF*IDF by comparing the coverage, overlap and precision of the identified labels for the
same block.
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Table 3.7: Mean of Differences between TF*ICDF and TF*IDF for Labeling with Different
Feature Sizes
Mean of Differences (TF*ICDF - TF*IDF)
Fea- Local ClusterBased DocBased Sibling Overall Parent P MRR MTRR
tures Coverage OuterCov OuterCov Overlap Overlap Overlap
10 0.048*** 0.048*** 0.053*** -0.04*** -0.0023 -0.055*** 0.017*** 0.11*** 0.12***
50 -0.049*** -0.092*** -0.091*** -0.16*** -0.075*** -0.2*** 0.084*** 0.18*** 0.27***
100 -0.075*** -0.13*** -0.13*** -0.16*** -0.12*** -0.2*** 0.1*** 0.19*** 0.3***
200 -0.076*** -0.16*** -0.15*** -0.18*** -0.17*** -0.24*** 0.098*** 0.17*** 0.28***
300 -0.083*** -0.17*** -0.16*** -0.16*** -0.18*** -0.23*** 0.096*** 0.16*** 0.27***
500 -0.079*** -0.18*** -0.17*** -0.13*** -0.2*** -0.21*** 0.09*** 0.11*** 0.23***
1k -0.072*** -0.16*** -0.16*** -0.11*** -0.21*** -0.18*** 0.021*** 0.027*** 0.054***
2k -0.053*** -0.14*** -0.13*** -0.069*** -0.17*** -0.13*** 0.0042 -0.009 0.0046
3k -0.038*** -0.13*** -0.13*** -0.06*** -0.17*** -0.12*** 0.0066* 0.0043 0.019*
5k -0.025*** -0.12*** -0.12*** -0.059*** -0.16*** -0.13*** 0.0065* 0.025** 0.033**
10k -0.02*** -0.096*** -0.091*** -0.034*** -0.12*** -0.087*** 0.00097 0.012 0.0051
all -0.017*** -0.053*** -0.051*** -0.014*** -0.063*** -0.042*** 0.0032 0.0042 0.011
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
3.4.2.1 Feature Size
By conducting paired t-test with label evaluation results, we examine the performance
of TF*ICDF in cluster labeling in comparison to TF*IDF. Table 3.7 shows the mean of
differences between TF*ICDF and TF*IDF in terms of coverage, overlap and precision of
labels chosen from a fixed number of features. For outer coverage and overlap, negative
values indicate that TF*ICDF outperforms TF*IDF as labels chosen for each cluster by
TF*ICDF cover fewer documents not in the cluster and share fewer common terms with
the parent and sibling clusters on average. For other metrics, positive values mean that
TF*ICDF outperforms TF*IDF. In general, TF*ICDF performs better in outer coverage
and overlap, but has lower local coverage than TF*IDF for labeling. When clustering and
labeling with 1k or fewer features, TF*ICDF has significantly higher P, MRR and MTRR
than TF*IDF.
Figure 3.2 compares TF*ICDF and TF*IDF in terms of the average coverage, overlap
and precision with different numbers of features. Lower scores in outer coverage and overlap
indicate better performance, while higher scores in other metrics mean better performance.
TF*ICDF has the highest P, MRR and MTRR when choosing 100 to 500 features for
clustering and labeling, indicating that labeling with a small number of features based on
TF*ICDF achieves relatively high precision.
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Figure 3.2: A comparison between TF*ICDF and TF*IDF for labeling with different feature
sizes
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3.4.2.2 Label Size
We design a set of metrics to measure labeling performance with different label sizes (N).
Coverage@N is calculated based on the top 10 labels, while Overlap@N and Precision@N
measure the distinctiveness and precision of the top N labels. We examine the impact of N
on the coverage, overlap and precision of TF*ICDF and TF*IDF, as shown in Figure 3.3.
With the increasing N, coverage scores decrease while overlap and precision scores increase
for both TF*ICDF and TF*IDF. When N = 1, their local coverage scores are about 1 while
outer coverage scores are greater than 0.6, indicating that nearly all documents contain at
least one label of their own clusters while most documents contain at least one label of
the other clusters. When N = 10, local coverage scores are reduced below 0.5 while outer
coverage scores decrease to nearly 0, indicating that about 50% of documents contain all
10 labels of their own clusters while few documents contain all labels of any other cluster.
With N increasing from 1 to 10, overlap and precision increase for both TF*ICDF and
TF*IDF, indicating that labels are less distinctive but contain more correct labels when
the label size becomes larger. With different N values, TF*ICDF outperforms TF*IDF in
terms of outer coverage, overlap and precision.
Relying on paired t-test, we compare the performance of TF*ICDF and TF*IDF with
different label sizes. Table 3.8 presents the mean of differences between TF*ICDF and
TF*IDF in terms of average coverage, overlap and precision with N from 1 to 10. TF*ICDF
performs significantly better than TF*IDF in outer coverage, overlap and precision with
different label sizes.
3.4.2.3 Category
Relying on paired t-test with label evaluation results, we also examine the performance
of TF*ICDF in different categories in comparison to TF*IDF. Table 3.9 shows the mean
of differences between TF*ICDF and TF*IDF in terms of coverage, overlap and precision
in different categories. TF*ICDF outperforms TF*IDF in terms of outer coverage, overlap
and precision in all categories, indicating that TF*ICDF identifies more representative,
distinctive and accurate labels for clusters.
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Figure 3.3: A comparison between TF*ICDF and TF*IDF for labeling with different label
sizes
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Table 3.8: Mean of Differences between TF*ICDF and TF*IDF for Labeling with Different
Label Sizes
Mean of Differences (TF*ICDF - TF*IDF)
Label Local ClusterBased DocBased Sibling Overall Parent P MRR MTRR
Size Coverage OuterCov OuterCov Overlap Overlap Overlap
1 -0.0044*** -0.13*** -0.16*** -0.093*** -0.17*** -0.13*** 0.038*** 0.038*** 0.038***
2 -0.013*** -0.17*** -0.19*** -0.1*** -0.16*** -0.16*** 0.045*** 0.062*** 0.072***
3 -0.024*** -0.18*** -0.19*** -0.1*** -0.15*** -0.17*** 0.046*** 0.075*** 0.099***
4 -0.037*** -0.18*** -0.18*** -0.1*** -0.14*** -0.16*** 0.045*** 0.082*** 0.12***
5 -0.05*** -0.17*** -0.15*** -0.098*** -0.14*** -0.15*** 0.045*** 0.087*** 0.14***
6 -0.064*** -0.14*** -0.12*** -0.099*** -0.13*** -0.15*** 0.046*** 0.09*** 0.15***
7 -0.075*** -0.1*** -0.077*** -0.099*** -0.13*** -0.15*** 0.046*** 0.092*** 0.16***
8 -0.078*** -0.06*** -0.037*** -0.098*** -0.12*** -0.15*** 0.045*** 0.095*** 0.18***
9 -0.064*** -0.024*** -0.0092* -0.097*** -0.12*** -0.15*** 0.043*** 0.097*** 0.18***
10 -0.04*** -0.0043* 0.0016 -0.095*** -0.12*** -0.15*** 0.042*** 0.1*** 0.19***
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
Table 3.9: Mean of Differences between TF*ICDF and TF*IDF for Labeling in Different
Categories
Categories
Mean of Differences (TF*ICDF - TF*IDF)
Local ClusterBased DocBased Sibling Overall Parent P MRR MTRR
Coverage OuterCov OuterCov Overlap Overlap Overlap
Olympics 2004 -0.046*** -0.17*** -0.16*** -0.15*** -0.21*** -0.22*** 0.055*** 0.14*** 0.17***
Olympics 2006 -0.051*** -0.18*** -0.18*** -0.13*** -0.16*** -0.18*** 0.046*** 0.089*** 0.14***
NBA -0.046*** -0.16*** -0.16*** -0.13*** -0.21*** -0.2*** 0.048*** 0.14*** 0.16***
Hockey -0.049*** -0.15*** -0.14*** -0.14*** -0.2*** -0.21*** 0.063*** 0.17*** 0.22***
Drugs -0.029*** -0.097*** -0.089*** -0.07*** -0.13*** -0.13*** 0.038*** 0.094*** 0.14***
Candidates -0.062*** -0.16*** -0.16*** -0.19*** -0.23*** -0.25*** 0.075*** 0.091*** 0.2***
Issues -0.052*** -0.15*** -0.14*** -0.13*** -0.19*** -0.2*** 0.065*** 0.13*** 0.21***
Small Business -0.065*** -0.16*** -0.15*** -0.11*** -0.14*** -0.15*** 0.069*** 0.11*** 0.22***
Countries -0.03*** -0.064*** -0.062*** -0.035*** -0.055*** -0.077*** 0.029*** 0.047*** 0.082***
States -0.037*** -0.064*** -0.061*** -0.046*** -0.072*** -0.092*** 0.013*** 0.035*** 0.049***
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
According to our experimental results, TF*ICDF performs significantly better than
TF*IDF in outer coverage, overlap and precision with various configurations of features and
in different categories. TF*ICDF has the potential to dynamically produce representative,
distinctive and precise labels for Scatter/Gather.
3.5 Conclusion
We propose a term weighting scheme called TF*ICDF for document clustering and
cluster labeling. Rather than using collection-wide information, TF*ICDF integrates local
cluster information in the document frequency component.
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We evaluate the effectiveness of TF*ICDF weighting scheme in comparison to the clas-
sic TF*IDF weighting scheme and examine the effects of the feature size on clustering
and labeling effectiveness using a sufficiently large and diverse corpus. Results show that
TF*ICDF outperforms TF*IDF in several aspects for clustering and labeling with various
feature sizes and in different categories. In terms of clustering quality, TF*ICDF is more
effective than TF*IDF when fewer than 3k features are used in clustering and for categories
that have different term distributions from the collection. TF*ICDF achieves the highest
purity, precision and NMI when clustering with 200 to 500 features. As for the quality of
labels, TF*ICDF outperforms TF*IDF in terms of outer coverage and overlap with different
numbers of features and in precision with 1k or fewer features. It has the highest precision
when 100 to 500 features are chosen. The significantly better performance of TF*ICDF is
found in all categories.
In interactive clustering, term distributions in the local cluster/subset are different from
those in the global collection. In contrast to TF*IDF that identifies key features based on
term distributions in the global collection, TF*ICDF focuses on shifted term distributions
in the local cluster/subset. Key features chosen from the global collection are good dis-
criminators to differentiate clusters, but are less effective in partitioning documents in the
same cluster, as these documents have similar term distributions in selected features. With
TF*ICDF, most influential features are dynamically identified from the local cluster/subset
according its term distributions, producing better clustering and labeling results.
With the support of TF*ICDF for text clustering and cluster labeling, cluster-based IR
systems, especially those based on the Scatter/Gather paradigm, can dynamically calculate
term weights and identify influential features by focusing on shifted term distributions in
the local cluster/subset, resulting in better clusters and better represented topics of inter-
est. By revealing important topics and bringing more relevant information, these systems
can improve learning and understanding and facilitate searching and information problem
solving.
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4. Least Information Gain: Term Weighting Scheme for Cluster Labeling
4.1 Introduction
In probability theory and information theory, Information Gain (IG), which is also
known as Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, is to quantify information reduction in IR con-
text. It is not only a feature selection method that can be used in clustering to measure the
amount of information each term carries in deciding which cluster each document belongs
to, but also can be used as a cluster labeling method. A term’s IG depends on the difference
between its joint distributions with clusters and its independent distributions with clusters.
Using IG scheme, a subset of terms that carry more information can be chosen as features
for clustering in the next iteration.
The Least Information Theory (LIT) [Ke, 2013] measures information reduction in a
different way from KL divergence. According to LIT, the overall entropy reduction is the
sum of entropy reduction of each piece of information. Inspired by the ideas of IG and
LIT, we propose a new term weighting scheme for labeling and evaluate its performance in
comparison to IG.
4.2 Proposed Method
In IR, IG is applied to estimate “information obtained by knowing the presence or
absence of a term in a document” [Yang and Pedersen, 1997]. It also can be used as a
term weighting method. A term’s IG, which is calculated by Equation 2.7, is the sum of
information obtained by knowing its presence in clusters and that by knowing its absence
in clusters.
Similar to IG, LIT measures the amount of information required for a probability dis-
tribution change. By adopting the ideas of IG and LIT, we propose a new term weighting
scheme, namely Least Information Gain (LIG). The LIG of term ti is calculated by:
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ligi =
m∑
k=1
|g(ck ∧ ti)− g(ck, ti)|+
m∑
k=1
|g(ck ∧ ti)− g(ck, ti)|
=
m∑
k=1
|p(ck ∧ ti)(1 − lnp(ck ∧ ti))− p(ck)p(ti)(1− ln(p(ck)p(ti)))|
+
m∑
k=1
|p(ck ∧ ti)(1 − lnp(ck ∧ ti))− p(ck)p(ti)(1− ln(p(ck)p(ti)))|
(4.1)
where p(ck) is the probability of a randomly picked document belonging to cluster k;
p(ti) denotes the probability of a document containing term i, while p(ti) refers to the
probability of a document not containing term i; p(ck ∧ ti) is the probability of a document
that contains term i and also belongs to cluster k, while p(ck ∧ ti) denotes the probability
of a document in cluster k not containing term i.
A term’s LIG is determined by the difference between its joint probabilities with clusters
and independent probabilities of the term and clusters, together with the difference between
probabilities of it not appearing in clusters and independent probabilities of its absence and
clusters. A term with greater LIG indicates that it carries more information in revealing
the contents of clusters. The user can gain more by knowing the presence or absence of this
term.
Based on LIG, we further propose DF*LIG term weighting scheme for cluster labeling.
After clusters are generated, each term’s LIG is calculated using Equation 4.1. We can then
compute the DF*LIG weight of term i in cluster k by:
wik = dfik ∗ ligi (4.2)
where dfik refers to the document frequency of term i in cluster k while ligi denotes the
LIG of term i. In a cluster, terms with the highest DF*LIG weights are selected as labels.
4.3 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of DF*LIG, we reuse the data set generated from NYTimes,
implement k-means clustering algorithm on each data block to cluster documents, identify
labels for each cluster, and compare the labeling results according to evaluation metrics.
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We first perform feature selection, term weighting and clustering with both TF*ICDF
and TF*IDF on each data block following the procedure introduced in Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.3
and 3.3.4. For each data block, two sets of clusters are obtained based on TF*ICDF and
TF*IDF respectively.
Then we identify a set of labels for clusters using DF*LIG method in the following way.
After a set of clusters are generated by performing k-means on a data block, each term’s
LIG is calculated based on its presence or absence in clusters. For the whole block, which
can be perceived as the parent cluster, 10 terms with the greatest LIG are chosen as labels.
For each cluster, terms’ DF*LIG weights in the cluster are computed by Equation 4.2. The
top 10 terms with the highest DF*LIG weights are chosen as labels for each cluster.
In order to evaluate the performance of DF*LIG for cluster labeling, we also select a set
of labels for each clustering result using DF*IG method and compare their labeling results.
DF*IG is applied in cluster labeling in the same way as DF*LIG. The DF*IG weight of
term i in cluster k is calculated by:
wik = dfik ∗ igi (4.3)
where dfik is the document frequency of term i in cluster k while igi denotes the IG of term
i. For each cluster, the top 10 terms with the highest DF*IG weights are selected as labels.
Finally, we examine the performance of DF*LIG labeling algorithm with regard to the
term weighting scheme in terms of coverage, overlap and precision metrics introduced in
Section 3.3.6.
4.4 Results
We evaluate the performance of DF*LIG for labeling in comparison to DF*IG concerning
the term weighting scheme and study the impacts of the number of features, the number of
labels and the category on its performance.
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4.4.1 Feature Size
Figure 4.1 shows the impact of the number of features on labeling performance. For
outer coverage and overlap, lower scores indicate better performance, while higher scores
mean better performance for other metrics. Similar trends are found between DF*LIG and
DF*IG in terms of how their performance changes along with the increasing feature size
given the selected term weighting scheme. As the number of features used in clustering and
labeling increases, their local coverage increases while outer coverage and overlap decrease.
It suggests that labels chosen from a larger feature set cover more documents and are more
distinctive using either DF*LIG or DF*IG method. As for precision, both DF*LIG and
DF*IG experience an increase and then a decrease in P, MRR and MTRR when using
TF*ICDF for term weighting. With TF*IDF, they have relatively stable but worse perfor-
mance in precision. In general, DF*LIG outperforms DF*IG with fewer than 1k features
in terms of local coverage, overlap and precision no matter DF*ICDF or DF*IDF is used
for term weighing. The combination of TF*ICDF and DF*LIG with 50 to 500 features
achieves the highest precision, indicating that DF*LIG combined with TF*ICDF produces
precise labels when only a small number of features are chosen.
By performing paired t-test with label evaluation results, we compare the performance of
DF*LIG and DF*IG with regard to the term weighting scheme and the number of features.
Table 4.1 shows the mean of differences between DF*LIG and DF*IG in terms of coverage,
overlap and precision of labels chosen from a fixed number of features based on TF*ICDF.
Negative values in outer coverage and overlap indicate that DF*LIG outperforms DF*IG
in producing labels that cover fewer documents not in their own clusters and are distinctive
among clusters on average. For other indicators, the positive value means that DF*LIG
performs better than DF*IG. According to Table 4.1, DF*LIG has significantly better
performance than DF*IG in terms of local coverage and overlap with various feature sizes,
and achieves significantly higher precision when 300 or fewer features are selected mostly
at the 0.001 level.
Table 4.2 shows the mean of differences between DF*LIG and DF*IG in terms of cov-
erage, overlap and precision of labels chosen from a fixed number of features based on
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Figure 4.1: A comparison between DF*LIG and DF*IG with different feature sizes
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Table 4.1: Mean of Differences between DF*LIG and DF*IG Based on TF*ICDF with
Different Feature Sizes
Mean of Differences (DF*LIG - DF*IG)
Fea- Local ClusterBased DocBased Sibling Overall Parent
P MRR MTRR
tures Coverage OuterCov OuterCov Overlap Overlap Overlap
10 0 0 0 -0.028*** -0.008*** -0.022*** 0.0044*** 0.028*** 0.034***
50 0.0069*** -0.0029*** -0.0025*** -0.055*** -0.026*** -0.045*** 0.0087*** 0.031*** 0.042***
100 0.0069*** -0.0031*** -0.0023** -0.051*** -0.025*** -0.043*** 0.0065*** 0.027*** 0.035***
200 0.0078*** 3.9e-05 0.0013 -0.035*** -0.023*** -0.021*** 0.0032* -0.00035 0.0053
300 0.011*** 0.0055*** 0.0065*** -0.028*** -0.022*** -0.016*** 0.0033* 0.014*** 0.015***
500 0.0099*** 0.013*** 0.012*** -0.02*** -0.019*** -0.014*** -0.0023 0.0028 -0.0033
1k 0.0071*** 0.013*** 0.012*** -0.0046 -0.018*** 0.0026 -0.0018 -0.01*** -0.016***
2k 0.007*** 0.0083** 0.0087*** -0.021*** -0.032*** -0.013*** 0.00081 -0.0071** -0.011***
3k 0.0042*** 0.0056* 0.0075** -0.027*** -0.038*** -0.018*** 0.002 -0.0033 -0.0065*
5k 0.003*** 0.0029 0.0052 -0.024*** -0.033*** -0.018*** 0.0026* 0.00032 -0.0011
10k 0.0028*** 0.022*** 0.022*** -0.012*** -0.0095* -0.0034 -0.00028 -0.0045 -0.0083**
all 0.002*** 0.033*** 0.032*** -0.0065** 0.0099* 0.0021 -0.014*** -0.035*** -0.043***
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
Table 4.2: Mean of Differences between DF*LIG and DF*IG Based on TF*IDF with Dif-
ferent Feature Sizes
Mean of Differences (DF*LIG - DF*IG)
Fea- Local ClusterBased DocBased Sibling Overall Parent
P MRR MTRR
tures Coverage OuterCov OuterCov Overlap Overlap Overlap
10 0 0 0 -0.026*** -0.0068*** -0.019*** 0.006*** 0.024*** 0.031***
50 0.0045*** -0.0013** -0.00054 -0.046*** -0.019*** -0.041*** 0.0065*** 0.026*** 0.031***
100 0.0043*** -0.0037*** -0.0022*** -0.043*** -0.025*** -0.035*** 0.0062*** 0.019*** 0.024***
200 0.0036*** -0.0056*** -0.0033*** -0.052*** -0.027*** -0.038*** 0.006*** 0.0086*** 0.016***
300 0.003*** -0.0067*** -0.0045*** -0.043*** -0.029*** -0.036*** 0.0048*** 0.0091*** 0.014***
500 0.0019 -0.0053*** -0.0025 -0.031*** -0.027*** -0.022*** 0.0022* 0.0028 0.0067***
1k 0.0035** 0.00025 0.0011 -0.022*** -0.028*** -0.014*** 0.0022* -0.0042** 0.00059
2k 0.003** 0.0001 0.0024 -0.029*** -0.039*** -0.024*** 0.0042*** 0.0001 0.0018
3k 0.0043*** -0.0067** -0.0031 -0.034*** -0.048*** -0.029*** 0.0066*** 0.0025 0.0061*
5k 0.0029*** -0.003 0.00044 -0.026*** -0.037*** -0.018*** 0.0047*** -0.0015 0.00031
10k 0.0038*** 0.01** 0.01** -0.015*** -0.022*** -0.0057 0.0011 -0.0002 -0.002
all 0.002*** 0.033*** 0.032*** -0.0065** 0.0099* 0.0021 -0.014*** -0.035*** -0.043***
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
TF*IDF. In general, DF*LIG has higher local coverage and smaller overlap than DF*IG.
When 500 or fewer features are chosen for clustering and labeling, DF*LIG outperforms
DF*IG in all selected metrics. Results indicates that DF*LIG produces more representa-
tive and distinctive labels with various feature sizes and more precise labels when a small
number of features are used in clustering and labeling.
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Table 4.3: Mean of Differences between DF*LIG and DF*IG Based on TF*ICDF with
Different Label Sizes
Mean of Differences (DF*LIG - DF*IG)
N
Local ClusterBased DocBased Sibling Overall Parent
P MRR MTRR
Coverage OuterCov OuterCov Overlap Overlap Overlap
1 0.00012*** 0.0039*** 0.006*** -0.021** -0.027*** -0.0069 0.00053 0.00053 0.00053
2 0.00045*** 0.012*** 0.016*** -0.036*** -0.029*** -0.023*** 0.00076 0.0014 0.0005
3 0.00093*** 0.021*** 0.024*** -0.03*** -0.023*** -0.017*** 0.0029 0.0045* 0.0028
4 0.0021*** 0.023*** 0.023*** -0.025*** -0.019*** -0.017*** 6.7e-05 0.0035 0.00059
5 0.0041*** 0.019*** 0.017*** -0.023*** -0.018*** -0.017*** -0.00091 0.0034 0.00046
6 0.0068*** 0.01*** 0.0077** -0.022*** -0.018*** -0.014*** -0.00019 0.0035 0.0021
7 0.0097*** 0.00036 -1.5e-05 -0.024*** -0.017*** -0.017*** 0.00076 0.0037 0.0035
8 0.013*** -0.0021 -0.0028 -0.026*** -0.018*** -0.019*** 0.0016 0.004 0.0057
9 0.014*** -0.0042** -0.0032*** -0.027*** -0.017*** -0.021*** 0.0023* 0.0054 0.0086*
10 0.0058*** -0.0024** -0.0014** -0.027*** -0.017*** -0.021*** 0.0029** 0.0063* 0.01**
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
4.4.2 Label Size
We then examine the impact of the label size (N) on the performance of DF*LIG.
Figure 4.2 compares DF*LIG and DF*IG in terms of the average coverage, overlap and
precision with different values of N and term weighting schemes. With the increasing value
of N, overlap and precision increase while coverage decreases for both DF*LIG and DF*IG
with different weighting schemes. When N = 1 or N = 2, local coverage and outer coverage
scores are almost as high as 1, suggesting that nearly all documents contain at least one
label of their own clusters and also at least one label of the other clusters. When N = 10,
local coverage is about 0.5 while outer coverage decreases to nearly 0, indicating that about
50% of documents contain all 10 labels of their own clusters while few documents contain all
labels of any other cluster. With N increasing from 1 to 10, overlap and precision increase
for both DF*LIG and DF*IG, showing that labels are less distinctive but contain more
correct labels when the label size becomes larger. With different term weighting scheme in
clustering, DF*LIG outperforms DF*IG in terms of local coverage, overlap and precision.
We assess DF*LIG in comparison to DF*IG with different label sizes using paired t-test.
Table 4.3 presents the mean of differences between DF*LIG and DF*IG based on TF*ICDF
with N from 1 to 10. DF*LIG performs significantly better than DF*IG in local coverage
and overlap with different N values at the 0.001 level. When N = 9 or N = 10, DF*LIG
has significantly higher precision than DF*IG at the 0.01 or 0.05 level.
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Figure 4.2: A comparison between DF*LIG and DF*IG with different label sizes
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Table 4.4: Mean of Differences between DF*LIG and DF*IG Based on TF*IDF with Dif-
ferent Label Sizes
Mean of Differences (DF*LIG - DF*IG)
N
Local ClusterBased DocBased Sibling Overall Parent
P MRR MTRR
Coverage OuterCov OuterCov Overlap Overlap Overlap
1 0.00012*** 0.0023*** 0.0036*** -0.011 -0.035*** -0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012
2 0.0003*** 0.0065*** 0.0089*** -0.034*** -0.03*** -0.018*** 0.0029** 0.0032* 0.0042**
3 0.00074*** 0.011*** 0.014*** -0.032*** -0.032*** -0.026*** 0.0053*** 0.0076*** 0.0067**
4 0.0015*** 0.012*** 0.013*** -0.036*** -0.027*** -0.034*** 0.0025* 0.0054* 0.005
5 0.0027*** 0.0092** 0.0086** -0.038*** -0.024*** -0.032*** 0.0024* 0.004 0.0054
6 0.0041*** 0.0018 0.0011 -0.036*** -0.022*** -0.03*** 0.0026** 0.0043 0.0069*
7 0.0056*** -0.0068** -0.0059** -0.033*** -0.02*** -0.024*** 0.0029** 0.0039 0.0079**
8 0.0072*** -0.011*** -0.0087*** -0.032*** -0.021*** -0.023*** 0.0036*** 0.0032 0.0094**
9 0.0054*** -0.01*** -0.0067*** -0.029*** -0.019*** -0.022*** 0.0034*** 0.0046 0.012***
10 0.003* -0.0054*** -0.0029*** -0.029*** -0.018*** -0.024*** 0.0035*** 0.0057* 0.013***
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
Table 4.4 shows the mean of differences between DF*LIG and DF*IG based on TF*IDF
with N from 1 to 10. DF*LIG performs significantly better than DF*IG in local coverage,
overlap and precision with various N values, and in outer coverage when N > 6. These
results indicate that labels chosen by DF*LIG are more representative, distinctive and
accurate than that by DF*IG, even when the label size is very small.
4.4.3 Category
Relying on paired t-test with label evaluation results, we also examine the performance
of DF*LIG in different categories in comparison to DF*IG. Table 4.5 shows the mean of
differences between DF*LIG and DF*IG in terms of coverage, overlap and precision based
on the TF*ICDF term weighting scheme in different categories. Positive values in local
coverage and negative values in overlap suggest that DF*LIG outperforms DF*IG in terms
of local coverage and overlap in all categories except in parent-child overlap in Drugs and
Small Business. As for outer coverage, negative values in NBA, Hockey, Issues and States
suggest that labels chosen for a cluster by DF*LIG cover fewer documents not in that
cluster than that by DF*IG on average. DF*LIG is also found to have higher P, MRR and
MTRR than DF*IG in NBA, Hockey, Drugs, Candidates, Issues and States, indicating that
DF*LIG is more effective for categories on specific topics.
Table 4.6 presents the mean of differences between DF*LIG and DF*IG based on
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Table 4.5: Mean of Differences between DF*LIG and DF*IG Based on TF*ICDF in Different
Categories
Mean of Differences (DF*LIG - DF*IG)
Categories
Local ClusterBased DocBased Sibling Overall Parent
P MRR MTRR
Coverage OuterCov OuterCov Overlap Overlap Overlap
Olympics 2004 0.0075*** 0.026*** 0.026*** -0.046*** -0.013** -0.031*** -0.01*** 0.0058 9.2e-05
Olympics 2006 0.0076*** 0.052*** 0.052*** -0.018** -0.012** -0.0023 -0.011*** -0.018** -0.031***
NBA 0.0032*** -0.011*** -0.011*** -0.054*** -0.039*** -0.05*** 0.0061*** 0.013*** 0.019***
Hockey 0.0034*** -0.0059*** -0.0024 -0.032*** -0.028*** -0.023*** 0.0087*** 0.023*** 0.03***
Drugs 0.012*** 0.029*** 0.024*** -0.014*** -0.014*** 0.011* 0.0015 0.0067*** 0.0022
Candidates 0.0044*** 0.0047** 0.0057*** -0.032*** -0.027*** -0.022*** 0.0063*** 0.012*** 0.016***
Issues 0.0015* -0.013*** -0.014*** -0.064*** -0.05*** -0.057*** 0.0072*** 0.03*** 0.038***
Small Business 0.025*** 0.037*** 0.029*** -0.011** -0.01** 0.0028 -0.0046* -0.023*** -0.035***
Countries 0.0049*** 0.011*** 0.011*** -0.011*** -0.0099*** -0.0045* -0.0034*** -0.0068*** -0.011***
States 0.00016 -0.006*** -0.00065 -0.022*** -0.018*** -0.018*** 0.0035*** 0.0081*** 0.013***
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
Table 4.6: Mean of Differences between DF*LIG and DF*IG Based on TF*IDF in Different
Categories
Mean of Differences (DF*LIG - DF*IG)
Categories
Local ClusterBased DocBased Sibling Overall Parent
P MRR MTRR
Coverage OuterCov OuterCov Overlap Overlap Overlap
Olympics 2004 0.0041*** 0.0079** 0.01*** -0.048*** -0.016*** -0.052*** -0.004* -0.0018 -0.0031
Olympics 2006 0.004*** 0.043*** 0.045*** -0.025*** -0.016*** -0.016** -0.0079*** -0.028*** -0.035***
NBA 0.0053*** -0.01*** -0.0093*** -0.066*** -0.039*** -0.066*** 0.0043*** 0.015*** 0.02***
Hockey 0.0054*** -0.0058*** -0.0033** -0.034*** -0.027*** -0.028*** 0.0044*** 0.0096*** 0.013***
Drugs 0.0074*** 0.02*** 0.017*** -0.017*** -0.025*** -0.013*** 0.0025** 0.0033* 0.0024
Candidates 0.0006 -0.0013 0.00063 -0.025*** -0.025*** -0.013*** 0.0061*** 0.0077*** 0.012***
Issues 0.00041 -0.015*** -0.015*** -0.051*** -0.05*** -0.041*** 0.0036*** 0.01*** 0.012***
Small Business 0.012*** 0.018*** 0.011*** -0.035*** -0.024*** -0.012 0.0065** 0.0033 0.011
Countries 0.0027*** 0.0032* 0.0045*** -0.023*** -0.017*** -0.017*** 0.00036 0.0014 0.00099
States -0.00021 -0.011*** -0.0049*** -0.024*** -0.025*** -0.019*** 0.0046*** 0.0063*** 0.012***
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
TF*IDF in different categories. DF*LIG outperforms DF*IG in terms of local coverage
and overlap in all categories except in local coverage in States. DF*LIG is also found to
have higher P, MRR and MTRR than DF*IG in all categories except Olympics 2004 and
Olympics 2006. As for outer coverage, DF*LIG has better performance than DF*IG in
NBA, Hockey, Candidates, Issues and States.
Overall, DF*LIG identifies more representative and distinctive labels than DF*IG. But
its performance in local coverage and precision varies depending on the category. DF*LIG
produces more accurate labels for data sets on specific topics.
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Table 4.7: Mean of Differences between Labeling Performacne of DF*LIG Based on
TF*ICDF and that Based on TF*IDF with Different Feature Sizes
Mean of Differences (TF*ICDF - TF*IDF)
Fea- Local ClusterBased DocBased Sibling Overall Parent
P MRR MTRR
tures Coverage OuterCov OuterCov Overlap Overlap Overlap
10 0.048*** 0.048*** 0.053*** -0.022*** -0.0026 -0.02*** 0.019*** 0.069*** 0.07***
50 0.0077*** -0.013*** -0.0065** -0.053*** -0.02*** -0.038*** 0.062*** 0.13*** 0.17***
100 0.00031 -0.021*** -0.015*** -0.042*** -0.016*** -0.034*** 0.058*** 0.13*** 0.17***
200 -0.0071*** -0.048*** -0.038*** -0.035*** -0.025*** -0.03*** 0.057*** 0.1*** 0.15***
300 -0.012*** -0.052*** -0.042*** -0.048*** -0.033*** -0.042*** 0.062*** 0.12*** 0.17***
500 -0.012*** -0.055*** -0.042*** -0.047*** -0.033*** -0.041*** 0.057*** 0.09*** 0.15***
1k -0.013*** -0.038*** -0.037*** -0.02*** -0.021*** -0.02*** 0.027*** 0.036*** 0.061***
2k -0.0065*** -0.016*** -0.017*** -0.0053 -0.0062 -0.0015 0.011*** 0.0063** 0.019***
3k -0.0033* -0.025*** -0.029*** -0.02*** -0.023*** -0.026*** 0.008*** 0.013*** 0.023***
5k 0.0022** -0.02*** -0.019*** -0.01*** -0.02*** -0.014*** 0.0094*** 0.019*** 0.029***
10k 0.0011 -0.019*** -0.02*** -0.013*** -0.019*** -0.021*** 0.002 0.0072*** 0.0098***
all 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
4.4.4 Term Weighting Scheme
As shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, the performance of a cluster labeling method is
affected by term weighting methods. Therefore, we look at the impact of term weighting
schemes on labeling performance of DF*LIG. With different feature sizes or label sizes,
DF*LIG performs better when clustering with features weighted by TF*ICDF than that
by TF*IDF in terms of outer coverage, overlap and precision, and achieves the highest
precision, MRR and MTRR when selecting 500 or fewer features for clustering, suggesting
that DF*LIG combined with TF*ICDF produces more precise labels than it combined with
TF*IDF.
Relying on paired t-test, we evaluate the performance of DF*LIG with different term
weighting methods. Table 4.7 presents the mean of differences between labeling performance
of DF*LIG based on TF*ICDF and that based on TF*IDF with different feature sizes.
By integrating TF*ICDF, DF*LIG has significantly better performance than when it is
combined with TF*IDF in terms of outer coverage, overlap and precision when 100 to 10k
features are selected.
We then look at the effects of term weighting schemes on DF*LIG with different label
sizes. Table 4.8 presents the mean of differences between labeling performance of DF*LIG
based on TF*ICDF and TF*IDF with different N values. Labeling with TF*ICDF outper-
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Table 4.8: Mean of Differences between Labeling Performacne of DF*LIG Based on
TF*ICDF and that Based on TF*IDF with Different Label Sizes
Mean of Differences (TF*ICDF - TF*IDF)
N
Local ClusterBased DocBased Sibling Overall Parent
P MRR MTRR
Coverage OuterCov OuterCov Overlap Overlap Overlap
1 0.00029*** -0.00063** -0.0019*** -0.04*** -0.019** -0.031*** 0.015*** 0.015*** 0.015***
2 0.00075*** -0.0041*** -0.0068*** -0.048*** -0.028*** -0.044*** 0.028*** 0.039*** 0.041***
3 0.00095*** -0.013*** -0.017*** -0.024*** -0.014*** -0.018*** 0.026*** 0.048*** 0.053***
4 0.0014*** -0.024*** -0.028*** -0.014*** -0.014*** -0.0092** 0.031*** 0.06*** 0.073***
5 0.0022** -0.035*** -0.036*** -0.013*** -0.017*** -0.013*** 0.032*** 0.067*** 0.087***
6 0.0028* -0.042*** -0.036*** -0.016*** -0.017*** -0.017*** 0.033*** 0.067*** 0.097***
7 0.003 -0.04*** -0.029*** -0.023*** -0.017*** -0.024*** 0.035*** 0.069*** 0.11***
8 0.0027 -0.031*** -0.017*** -0.027*** -0.019*** -0.028*** 0.035*** 0.074*** 0.12***
9 -0.0011 -0.019*** -0.005 -0.029*** -0.019*** -0.03*** 0.037*** 0.077*** 0.13***
10 -0.0087* -0.0072** 0.0011 -0.028*** -0.019*** -0.027*** 0.038*** 0.078*** 0.14***
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
Table 4.9: Mean of Differences between Labeling Performacne of DF*LIG Based on
TF*ICDF and that Based on TF*IDF in Different Categories
Mean of Differences (TF*ICDF - TF*IDF)
Categories
Local ClusterBased DocBased Sibling Overall Parent
P MRR MTRR
Coverage OuterCov OuterCov Overlap Overlap Overlap
Olympics 2004 0.008 -0.018* -0.014 -0.067*** -0.036*** -0.047*** 0.038*** 0.067*** 0.1***
Olympics 2006 0.0089 -0.04*** -0.026* -0.028*** -0.04*** -0.042*** 0.058*** 0.099*** 0.16***
NBA 0.0055 -0.0083* -0.0087* -0.006 -0.015*** 0.0053 0.034*** 0.096*** 0.11***
Hockey 0.0089* -0.0022 0.0085 -0.043*** -0.015*** -0.025*** 0.04*** 0.11*** 0.14***
Drugs -0.0057* -0.058*** -0.044*** -0.027*** -0.013*** -0.027*** 0.019*** 0.048*** 0.063***
Candidates 0.0071*** -0.013*** -0.01*** -0.036*** -0.021*** -0.032*** 0.06*** 0.094*** 0.14***
Issues 3.5e-05 -0.026*** -0.014*** -0.057*** -0.029*** -0.053*** 0.038*** 0.075*** 0.1***
Small Business -0.011*** -0.054*** -0.053*** -0.063*** -0.034*** -0.057*** 0.058*** 0.13*** 0.2***
Countries -0.0029*** -0.022*** -0.021*** -0.011*** -0.013*** -0.015*** 0.013*** 0.012*** 0.025***
States -0.0028*** -0.013*** -0.0091*** -0.0085*** -0.0085*** -0.01*** 0.0062*** 0.015*** 0.019***
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
forms that with TF*IDF in all aspects when N < 9.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of DF*LIG with different term weighting schemes
in different categories. Table 4.9 presents the mean of differences between labeling perfor-
mance of DF*LIG based on TF*ICDF and that based on TF*IDF in different categories.
In general, DF*LIG coupled with TF*ICDF outperforms that with TF*IDF in terms of
outer coverage, overlap and precision in all categories except Hockey and in terms of local
coverage in some categories. It indicates that DF*LIG and TF*ICDF are applicable to a
variety of data sets on different topics while achieving good labeling performance.
According to our experimental results, DF*LIG performs significantly better than DF*IG
in coverage, overlap and precision with various configurations of features and labels. By
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integrating TF*ICDF term weighting scheme, DF*LIG achieves even better performance
than when it is combined with TF*IDF. DF*LIG has the potential to dynamically produce
representative, distinctive and precise labels for Scatter/Gather.
4.5 Conclusion
We propose LIG term weighting scheme based on the least information theory. Similar
to IG based on KL divergence, LIG measures the amount of information required for a
probability distribution change. Based on LIG, we develop DF*LIG method for cluster
labeling. With DF*LIG, terms that carry more information in revealing the contents of
clusters are chosen as labels.
We evaluate the effectiveness of DF*LIG weighting scheme in comparison to DF*IG
weighting scheme and examine the impacts of the number of features, the number of la-
bels and the category on labeling effectiveness using a sufficiently large and diverse corpus.
Results show that DF*LIG performs better than DF*IG in coverage, overlap and precision
with certain feature sizes and achieves high precision with a small feature size. By integrat-
ing TF*ICDF for term weighting and clustering, DF*LIG produces more representative,
distinctive and precise labels than when it is combined with TF*IDF.
In different categories, DF*LIG identifies more representative and distinctive labels
than DF*IG. But its performance in local coverage and precision varies depending on the
category. Compared with DF*IG, DF*LIG produces more accurate labels for data sets on
specific topics. With the support of TF*ICDF for term weighting and clustering, DF*LIG
has better performance in terms of outer coverage, overlap and precision in almost all
categories and in terms of local coverage in some categories than when it is combined with
TF*IDF. It indicates that DF*LIG and TF*ICDF are applicable to a variety of data sets
on different topics while achieving good labeling performance.
DF*LIG has the advantage over DF*IG in identifying representative and distinctive
features as labels. With the support of TF*ICDF for term weighting and clustering and
DF*LIG for cluster labeling, cluster-based IR systems will produce more informative and
representative labels to help users understand clusters, promoting learning and searching.
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5. Distributed TF*ICDF and DF*LIG Term Weighting Algorithms Using
Spark
5.1 Introduction
We propose TF*ICDF and DF*LIG term weighting algorithms and evaluate their per-
formance in clustering and cluster labeling in Chapters 3 and 4. According to our ex-
periments, TF*ICDF term weighting method outperforms TF*IDF in several aspects for
clustering and cluster labeling with various feature sizes. Compared with DF*IG, DF*LIG
labeling method achieves better performance in coverage, overlap and precision with certain
numbers of features. By integrating TF*ICDF for term weighting and clustering, DF*LIG
produces more representative, distinctive and accurate labels than when it is combined with
TF*IDF. With the support of TF*ICDF and DF*LIG, cluster-based IR systems, especially
those based on the Scatter/Gather paradigm, can effectively identify important features
and topics.
As cluster-based IR systems confront big-data problems, distributed systems that take
advantage of computational capabilities of multiple processors are designed and developed
for large-scale data processing. It brings high demand for scalable algorithms for term
weighting, clustering and cluster labeling. Spark is a cluster computing system designed
for processing large-scale data sets. It can run on Hadoop and achieve higher speed than
Hadoop by supporting multi-stage in-memory computing. In Spark, applications are com-
piled into stages. Each stage contains a series of individual tasks. As TF*ICDF and DF*LIG
consist of some stages that can be divided into tasks, we develop distributed versions of
TF*ICDF and DF*LIG algorithms in the Spark framework and evaluate their scalability.
5.2 Proposed Methods
We develop distributed versions of TF*ICDF and DF*LIG term weighting algorithms
using Spark based on TF*ICDF algorithm introduced in Chapter 3 and DF*LIG algorithm
proposed in Chapter 4 respectively.
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5.2.1 Distributed TF*ICDF Algorithm
The distributed TF*ICDF term weighting algorithm is developed based on Equation 3.1.
It performs term weighting by gathering documents in selected clusters, counting TF and
CDF, conducting feature selection, and finally calculating TF*ICDF. Algorithm 1 shows
the details of the distributed TF*ICDF algorithm, consisting of five phases:
(1) GetSubset: collecting documents in selected clusters to generate a new subset, count-
ing and broadcasting the number of documents in the subset.
(2) CalculateTF: tokenizing the text of each document into terms and counting TF of
each term in each document.
(3) CalculateCDF: taking TF as input and calculating CDF of each term in the subset.
(4) SelectFeatures: selecting a given number of features from the entire set of terms
according to their CDF. This phase is optional. With this phase, a subset of terms is
chosen as features; otherwise, all terms are chosen as features.
(5) CalculateTF*ICDF: joining TF and CDF by the selected terms to calculate the
TF*ICDF weight of each term in each document.
5.2.2 Distributed DF*LIG Algorithm
We develop the distributed DF*LIG term weighting algorithm using Spark according
to Equation 4.2. Algorithm 2 shows the details of the distributed DF*LIG algorithm. It
performs term weighting in six steps:
(1) PreprocessDataSet: tokenizing text of each document into terms and converting doc-
uments into key-value pairs where the key is the cluster-document pair while the value
is the set of terms.
(2) GetClusterSizes: calculating the size of each cluster from keys of the processed data
set.
(3) CalculateDF: calculating DF of each term in each cluster by getting cluster-term pairs,
counting their frequencies and grouping them by terms.
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Algorithm 1 Distributed TF*ICDF algorithm
1: procedure GetSubset(DataSet(cluster, doc, text), selectedClusters)
2: SelectedSet(cluster, doc, text) ← DataSet.f ilter(cluster ∈ selectedClusters)
3: size← SelectedSet.size()
4: broadcast(size)
5: end procedure
6: procedure CalculateTF(Subset(cluster, doc, text))
7: for each (cluster, doc, text) ∈ Subset do
8: List < (term, tf) >← text
9: for each (term, tf) ∈ List < (term, tf) > do
10: emit (term, (doc, tf))
11: end for
12: end for
13: end procedure
14: procedure CalculateCDF(TF (term, (doc, tf)))
15: (term, 1)← (term, (doc, tf))
16: (term, cdf)← (term, 1).aggregateBy(term)
17: end procedure
18: procedure SelectFeatures(CDF (term, cdf))
19: features(term, cdf)← CDF.takeOrdered(topN, descending(cdf))
20: CDF ← features
21: end procedure
22: procedure CalculateTF*ICDF(TF (term, (doc, tf)), CDF (term, cdf))
23: (term, ((doc, tf), cdf)) ← TF.join(CDF )
24: (doc, (term, tf ∗ icdf))← (term, ((doc, tf), cdf))
25: (doc, List < (term, tf ∗ icdf) >)← (doc, (term, tf ∗ icdf)).aggregateBy(doc)
26: end procedure
(4) CalculateLIG: calculating LIG of each term according to the term’s presence or ab-
sence in clusters.
(5) SelectFeatures: choosing a pre-defined number of features from the whole set of terms.
This step is optional. With this step, a subset of terms is selected as features; other-
wise, all terms are used as features.
(6) CalculateDF*LIG: joining DF and LIG by the selected terms to calculate the DF*LIG
weight of each term in each cluster.
(7) LabelClusters: choosing the top 10 terms with the highest DF*LIG weights as labels
for each cluster.
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Algorithm 2 Distributed DF*LIG algorithm
1: procedure PreprocessDataSet(DataSet(cluster, doc, text))
2: Terms((cluster, doc), Set < term >)← DataSet(cluster, doc, text)
3: end procedure
4: procedure GetClusterSizes(Terms((cluster, doc), Set < term >))
5: (cluster, 1)← Terms.keys()
6: (cluster, size)← (category, 1).aggregateBy(cluster)
7: Map < cluster, size >← (cluster, size).collect()
8: broadcast(Map < cluster, size >)
9: end procedure
10: procedure CalculateDF(Terms((cluster, doc), Set < term >))
11: for each ((cluster, doc), Set < term >) ∈ Terms do
12: for each term ∈ Set < term > do
13: emit ((cluster, term), 1)
14: end for
15: end for
16: ((cluster, term), df)← ((cluster, term), 1).aggregateBy(cluster, term)
17: (term, (cluster, df))← ((cluster, term), df)
18: (term,List < (cluster, df) >)← (term, (cluster, df)).aggregateBy(term)
19: end procedure
20: procedure CalculateLIG(DF (term,List < (cluster, df) >))
21: (term, lig)← DF
22: end procedure
23: procedure SelectFeatures(LIG(term, lig))
24: features(term, lig)← LIG.takeOrdered(topN, descending(lig))
25: LIG← features
26: end procedure
27: procedure CalculateDF*LIG(DF (term,List < (cluster, df) >), LIG(term, lig))
28: (term, (List < (cluster, df) >, lig))← DF.join(LIG)
29: for each (term, (List < (cluster, df) >, lig)) do
30: for each (cluster, df) ∈ List < (cluster, df) > do
31: emit (cluster, (term, df ∗ lig))
32: end for
33: end for
34: (cluster, List < (term, df ∗ lig) >)← (cluster, (term, df ∗ lig)).groupBy(cluster)
35: end procedure
36: procedure LabelClusters(DF ∗ LIG(cluster, List < (term, df ∗ lig) >), N)
37: for each (cluster, List < (term, df ∗ lig) >) ∈ DF ∗ LIG do
38: List < (term, df ∗ lig) > sortedList ← Collections.sort(List, descending(df ∗
lig))
39: List < Term > labels← getTopN(sortedList,N)
40: emit (cluster, labels)
41: end for
42: end procedure
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5.3 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate the scalability of the proposed algorithms, we reuse the chosen data set from
NYTimes and generate 6 new data blocks containing 1k, 2k, 5k, 10k, 20k, 40k documents
respectively. In each block, documents are chosen from 10 categories proportionally. The
experiment is conducted on a Cloudera Distribution of Hadoop (CDH) cluster consisting of
3 servers with 8 CPU cores per server, totaling 24 processors.
5.3.1 Distributed TF*ICDF Algorithm
We evaluate the efficiency of the proposed distributed TF*ICDF algorithm for term
weighting by perceiving each category as a union of clusters that are generated and selected
from the root category News and executing the algorithm with each category in each data
block. With the distributed TF*ICDF algorithm, we choose documents in selected category,
tokenize selected documents into terms, calculate TF and CDF, perform feature selection
and join TF and CDF by the selected features to calculate TF*ICDF weights. In order to
study the effects of the number of features on efficiency, we choose a series of feature sizes,
including 10, 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, 1k, 3k, 5k, 10k and all features, and run the experiment
with each feature size.
5.3.2 Distributed DF*LIG Algorithm
In this part of experiment, 10 categories are perceived as clusters that are generated
by running the clustering algorithm. We measure the efficiency of the proposed distributed
DF*LIG algorithm for term weighting and cluster labeling by running the algorithm with
each data block. With the distributed DF*LIG algorithm, we tokenize all documents into
terms, calculate DF of each term in each cluster and LIG of each term, perform feature
selection, calculate DF*LIG of each term in each category, and identify 10 terms with the
highest DF*LIG weights as labels for each cluster. We run the experiment with different
feature sizes, including 10, 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, 1k, 3k, 5k, 10k and all features, to examine
the impact of the number of features on efficiency.
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Table 5.1: Execution Time with Different Numbers of Processors
# of Processors
Time (Seconds)
TF*ICDF DF*LIG
1 313.95 81.22
4 129.62 45.76
8 75.94 35.62
12 59.06 29.53
16 49.90 26.72
20 47.68 25.70
24 45.73 25.54
5.4 Results
We examine the effects of the number of processors, the number of features and the
number of documents on the efficiency of distributed TF*ICDF and DF*LIG algorithms.
5.4.1 Number of Processors
We first look at the impact of the number of processors on their efficiency. Table 5.1
shows the time of executing the algorithm with a fixed number of processors given 40k doc-
uments and no feature selection. With the increasing number of processors to be exploited,
the execution time dramatically decreases. It takes about 5 minutes to run TF*ICDF with
only 1 processor, which then decreases by half with 4 processors and by 3/4 with 8 pro-
cessors. When fully employing 24 processors, the time decreases to 1/5. For DF*LIG,
the execution time with 1 processor is about 80 seconds, which is reduced by half when 8
processors are used and by 70% with 24 processors.
Figure 5.1 plots the number of processors vs. the execution time. Both X and Y
coordinates are log-transformed. Each line appears to be almost inversely linear on the log-
log coordinates. We analyze the impact of the number of processors (P) on the execution
time (T) relying on regression analyses with the model: log(T ) = a+ b ∗ log(P ). According
to coefficient estimates with significance codes shown in Table 5.2, the execution time is
inversely proportional to the number of processors for both TF*ICDF and DF*LIG.
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Figure 5.1: Impact of the number of processors on the execution time
Figure 5.2: Impact of the number of features on the execution time
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Table 5.2: Impact of the Number of Processors on the Execution Time Relying on Regression
Analyses
Algorithm a b
TF*ICDF 5.72*** -0.63***
DF*LIG 4.37*** -0.38***
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
Table 5.3: Execution Time with Different Numbers of Features
# of Features
Time (Seconds)
TF*ICDF DF*LIG
10 36.40 24.96
50 37.08 25.01
100 37.31 25.08
200 37.96 25.09
300 38.27 25.10
500 39.21 25.11
1k 39.40 25.30
3k 41.26 25.40
5k 41.83 25.51
10k 44.47 25.80
5.4.2 Number of Features
Both distributed TF*ICDF and DF*LIG algorithms have the component of feature
selection. Table 5.3 shows the execution time of algorithms with different numbers of
features given 24 processors and 40k documents. With an increased number of features
chosen, the execution time stably increases.
Figure 5.2 plots the number of features vs. the execution time, in which both X and Y
coordinates are log-transformed. When more features are chosen, it takes much longer time
to finish term weighting for both TF*ICDF and DF*LIG.
5.4.3 Number of Documents
We further examine the impact of the number of documents on the efficiency of al-
gorithms. Table 5.4 presents the execution time of algorithms with different numbers of
documents on 24 processors. For an algorithm with a fixed number of features, it takes
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Table 5.4: Execution Time with Different Numbers of Documents
# of Documents
Time (Seconds)
TF*ICDF DF*LIG
1k features All features 1k features All features
1k 11.21 12.04 11.17 11.04
2k 12.19 12.69 11.75 11.44
5k 13.84 14.76 12.61 12.41
10k 16.16 17.64 13.54 13.46
20k 20.46 26.26 15.25 15.46
40k 39.40 45.73 25.30 25.54
Figure 5.3: Impact of the number of documents on the execution time
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longer time to execute the algorithm on a larger set of documents. For TF*ICDF, the
execution time decreases after performing feature selection. The situation is different for
DF*LIG. When running DF*LIG on 10k or fewer documents, DF*LIG with feature selec-
tion takes longer time than DF*LIG without feature selection. When there are 20k and 40k
documents, DF*LIG with feature selection reduces the execution time. It indicates that
DF*LIG works better for larger data sets.
Figure 5.3 presents the impact of the number of documents on the execution time,
in which both X and Y coordinates are log-transformed. With the increasing number of
documents, the time of performing term weighting greatly increases for both TF*ICDF and
DF*LIG.
5.5 Conclusion
We develop distributed TF*ICDF and DF*LIG term weighting algorithms in the Spark
framework and examine the impacts of the number of processors, the number of features
and the number of documents on their efficiency. Results show that distributed TF*ICDF
and DF*LIG methods scale very well with large-scale data sets. Their efficiency improves
significantly with an increased number of processors or by performing feature selection.
Distributed TF*ICDF and DF*LIG algorithms cope with large data sets by taking ad-
vantage of computational capabilities of individual processors and nodes. By implementing
the proposed distributed algorithms, cluster-based IR systems, including Scatter/Gather,
can have the ability to identify influential features from large-scale data sets and hence
produce good clustering and labeling results.
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6. Pruned Affinity Propagation: Scalable Data Clustering Using Spark
6.1 Introduction
An cluster-based IR system implements certain clustering algorithms to group search
results into meaningful clusters. The clustering algorithm is a key component affecting the
overall performance of the system. A variety of clustering algorithms have been proposed
and examined to be effective in grouping documents into meaningful clusters. However,
some of these algorithms either require a pre-defined number of clusters or are compu-
tationally inefficient, making IR systems based on these methods difficult to use. It is
preferable for cluster-based IR systems to integrate algorithms that can effectively and effi-
ciently identify cluster patterns coherent of the data, rather than using an arbitrary number
on the clustering outcome.
The Affinity Propagation (AP) algorithm [Frey and Dueck, 2007] is a graph-based clus-
tering algorithm. It has the advantage over other clustering algorithms in automatically
selecting exemplars and reducing error rates in many domain applications. It performed
better in clustering short text data with minimal cluster error than k-means and a SVD-
based method (singular value decomposition) [Rangrej et al., 2011]. However, AP suffers
from the inefficiency to cluster large data sets because of its high computational complex-
ity. It can be applied in cluster-based IR systems for clustering search results only if its
efficiency can be greatly improved. Strategies to improve clustering efficiency of AP include
reducing computational complexity and developing parallel algorithms that take advantage
of computational capabilities of individual processors.
The core idea of AP is passing two kinds of messages among data points: responsibility,
which indicates how responsible each data point is for other points, and availability, which
shows how appropriate each data point is to be chosen as the exemplar for other points.
AP considers all data points as candidate exemplars, takes a matrix of similarity scores of
data points as input, and finds final exemplars and memberships through some iterations.
In each iteration, AP updates all responsibility scores, then updates all availability scores,
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and finally merges responsibility and availability scores. The responsibility of data point i
to data point k is calculated by:
r(i, k)← s(i, k) −max
k′ 6=k
{a(i, k′) + s(i, k′)} (6.1)
r(i, i)← preference (6.2)
The availability of data point i to data point k is calculated by:
a(i, k)← min{0, r(k, k) +
∑
i′ /∈i,k
max{0, r(i′, k)}} (6.3)
a(k, k)←
∑
i′ 6=k
max{0, r(i′, k)} (6.4)
This process is terminated after a pre-defined number of iterations or changes fall below
the threshold.
AP involves a series of processes, including computing term frequency, calculating doc-
ument frequency, getting similarity matrix, updating availability and responsibility scores,
comparing differences, and choosing exemplars. Each process can be divided into individual
tasks. In the last three processes, the main idea is to construct a graph, in which nodes pass
messages to their neighboring nodes and aggregate messages recursively. Spark provides the
GraphX library for graph-parallel computation, whose key concept is directed multigraph
consisting of vertices and edges with properties. It supports operations of sending and ag-
gregating messages. Therefore, AP is suitable to be implemented in the Spark framework.
However, it does not scale well with large-scale data sets because of its high computational
complexity. In order to improve the efficiency of AP algorithm to support data-intensive
processing, we propose a parallel clustering algorithm called Pruned Affinity Propagation
for document clustering in the Spark framework.
6.2 Proposed Method
we develop the Pruned Affinity Propagation (PAP) algorithm using Spark. It aims
to support large-scale data processing by eliminating weak associations in the similarity
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matrix. It consists of three main components: similarity matrix calculation, similarity
matrix refinement and message passing.
6.2.1 Similarity Matrix Calculation
The first component of PAP is similarity matrix calculation, which is also a key com-
ponent in AP. It takes a list of documents as input and computes similarity scores between
pairs of documents, consisting of four steps:
(1) CalculateTF: creating RDDs from the input data set, tokenizing the text of documents
into terms and counting TF of each term in each document.
(2) CalculateDF: taking TF as input and calculating terms’ DFs.
(3) CalculateTF*IDF: joining TF and DF by terms to calculate the TF*IDF weight of
each term in each document and grouping them by terms, resulting in a list of records.
Each record consists of a term and a list of documents with TF*IDF weights.
(4) GetSimilarityMatrix: getting pairs of documents containing the term in each record,
calculating partial similarity scores between documents, and aggregating partial sim-
ilarity scores by pairs of documents to calculate the final similarity scores.
Algorithm 3 shows the details in the phase of calculating similarity matrix:
6.2.2 Similarity Matrix Refinement
The second component of PAP is to get a refined similarity matrix by choosing the top
K documents with the highest similarity scores for each document. AP algorithm does not
have this component. Different from AP that takes all connections into consideration, PAP
only keeps strong connections in the similarity matrix. Algorithm 4 presents the details in
the phase of refining similarity matrix:
6.2.3 Message Passing
In the component of message passing, PAP constructs a graph at first, then recursively
calculates responsibilities, availabilities and differences until a pre-defined number of itera-
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Algorithm 3 Similarity Matrix Calculation
1: procedure CalculateTF(DataSet(doc, text))
2: for each (doc, text) ∈ DataSet do
3: List < (term, tf) >← text
4: for each (term, tf) ∈ List < (term, tf) > do
5: emit (term, (doc, tf))
6: end for
7: end for
8: end procedure
9: procedure CalculateDF(TF (term, (doc, tf)))
10: (term, 1)← (term, (doc, tf))
11: (term, df)← (term, 1).aggregateBy(term)
12: end procedure
13: procedure CalculateTF*IDF(TF (term, (doc, tf)), DF (term, df))
14: (term, ((doc, tf), df))← TF.join(DF )
15: (doc, (term, tfidf))← (term, ((doc, tf), df))
16: (doc, List < (term, tfidf) >)← (doc, (term, tfidf)).groupBy(doc)
17: end procedure
18: procedure GetSimilarityMatrix(TF ∗ IDF (doc, List < (term, tfidf) >))
19: (term, (doc, tf idf))← TF ∗ IDF
20: (term,List < (doc, tf idf) >)← (term, (doc, tf idf)).groupBy(term)
21: for each (term,List < (doc, tf idf) >) do
22: for each (doci, docj) do
23: partialSimilarityij ← tf idfi ∗ tf idfj
24: emit ((doci, docj), partialSimilarityij)
25: end for
26: end for
27: ((doci, docj), similarityij)← ((doci, docj), partialSimilarityij).aggregateBy(doci, docj)
28: end procedure
tions are finished or differences fall below the threshold, and finally chooses exemplars and
determines memberships from the final graph. This component is also contained in AP.
Algorithm 5 shows the overall process.
In each iteration, PAP updates responsibility and availability scores, aggregates the
scores and calculate differences, including three steps: responsibility calculation, availabil-
ity calculation and difference calculation. The last step of message passing is exemplar
identification.
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Algorithm 4 Similarity Matrix Refinement
1: procedure RefineSimilarityMatrix(originalSimilarity((doci, docj), similarityij),
K)
2: (doci, (docj , similarityij))← ((doci, docj), similarityij)
3: (doci, List < (doc, similarity) >)← (doci, (docj , similarityij)).aggregateBy(doci)
4: for each (doci, List < (doc, similarity) >) do
5: sortedList ← Collections.sort(List < (doc, similarity) >
, descending(similarity))
6: topList← getTop(sortedList,K)
7: for each (docj , similarityij) ∈ topList do
8: emit (doci, docj , similarityij)
9: end for
10: end for
11: end procedure
6.2.3.1 Responsibility Calculation
In the first step, PAP sends messages of similarity and availability from destination ver-
tices to source vertices and aggregates messages at sources vertices to update responsibility
scores, as shown in Algorithm 6.
6.2.3.2 Availability Calculation
In the second step, PAP sends messages of responsibility from source vertices to destina-
tion vertices and aggregates messages at destination vertices to update availability scores,
as shown in Algorithm 7.
6.2.3.3 Difference Calculation
The last step in each iteration is to aggregate availability and responsibility scores and
calculate differences, as shown in Algorithm 8.
6.2.3.4 Exemplar Identification
After a given number of iterations or differences fall below the threshold, exemplars
and memberships are identified according availability and responsibility scores, as shown in
Algorithm 9.
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Algorithm 5 Message Passing
1: procedure PassMessages(similarity(doci, docj , similarityij))
2: a← 0
3: r ← 0
4: edges(i, j, (s, a, r)) ← ((doci, docj), similarityij)
5: curGraph← Graph.fromEdges(edges, newV ertexData(0, 0))
6: iter ← 0
7: preDeltaa ←MAX V ALUE
8: preDeltar ←MAX V ALUE
9: diffa ←MAX V ALUE
10: diffr ←MAX V ALUE
11: while iter 6 maxIteration && diffa 6 threshold && diffr 6 threshold do
12: updatedGraph← CalculateResponsibilities(curGraph)
13: updatedGraph← CalculateAvailabilities(updatedGraph)
14: diffa, diffr, curGraph← CalculateDifferences(curGraph, updatedGraph)
15: iter ← iter + 1
16: end while
17: exemplars← ChooseExemplars(curGraph)
18: end procedure
AP algorithm has two components: similarity matrix calculation and message pass-
ing. It takes the original similarity matrix as the input for message passing. In the worst
case, any pair of documents contains terms in common and has non-zero similarity score
in the original similarity matrix. When calculating similarities and responsibilities, each
node/document receives and aggregates messages from all other nodes/documents. The
time complexity of AP is O(N2). In contrast to AP, PAP algorithm keeps only top K most
similar documents for each document and remove all other associations. During similarity
and responsibility calculation, each node/document receives and aggregates messages from
only K nodes/documents. When K is an constant, the time complexity of PAP is O(N).
6.3 Experimental Evaluation
This experiment is conducted on a Cloudera Distribution of Hadoop (CDH) cluster
consisting of 3 servers with 8 CPU cores per server, totaling 24 processors.
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Algorithm 6 Responsibility Calculation
1: procedure CalculateResponsibilities(curGraph(srcID, dstID, (s, a, r)))
2: ctx← EdgeContext.sendToSrc(s + a)
3: V D(srcID,List < s+ a >)← curGraph.aggregateMessages(ctx)
4: for each e ∈ GraphImpl(V D,Graph.edges) do
5: temp← e.attr.s + e.attr.a
6: pool← e.srcAttr.remove(e.srcAttr.LastIndexOf(temp))
7: maxV alue← max(pool)
8: edgeMessage ← (e.attr.s, e.attr.a, e.attr.s −maxV alue)
9: updatedR← (srcID, dstID, edgeMessage))
10: end for
11: updatedGraph← Graph.fromEdge(updatedR, newV ertexData(0, 0))
12: end procedure
6.3.1 Data set
To evaluate the scalability of the proposed algorithm, we reuse the data set generated
from NYTimes. We select five categories, including NBA, Candidates, Small Business,
Countries and States. For each category, we create 7 data blocks that contain 10, 50, 100,
200, 500, 1k and 2k documents respectively. For documents in each block, we also extract
names of corresponding sub-categories as the gold standard to evaluate clustering results.
6.3.2 Clustering
We implement PAP algorithm using Spark, consisting of calculating similarity matrix,
refining similarity matrix and passing messages, and run the algorithm with each data
block in each category. In order to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of PAP, we also
implement AP algorithm using Spark as the baseline, which has the same components as
PAP except the component of similarity matrix refinement. PAP calculates responsibility
and availability scores based on strong connections of documents in the similarity matrix,
while AP takes all connections into consideration.
6.3.3 Evaluation
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm, we run algorithms on each data
block containing 2000 documents and measure clustering effectiveness in terms of purity,
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Algorithm 7 Availability Calculation
1: procedure CalculateAvailabilities(updatedGraph(srcID, dstID, (s, a, r)))
2: for each (srcID, dstID, (s, a, r)) do
3: if srcID! = dstID then
4: ctx← EdgeContext.sendToDst(max(r, 0))
5: else
6: ctx← EdgeContext.sendToDst(r)
7: end if
8: end for
9: V D(srcID, dstID, sum)← updatedGraph.aggregateMessages()
10: for each e ∈ GraphImpl(V D, updatedGraph.edges) do
11: if e.srcId != e.dstId then
12: availability ← min(0, e.dstAttr −max(e.attr.r, 0))
13: edgeMessage← (e.attr.s, availability, e.attr.r)
14: else
15: availability ← e.dstAttr − e.attr.r
16: edgeMessage← (e.attr.s, availability, e.attr.r)
17: end if
18: updatedA← (srcID, dstID, edgeMessage))
19: end for
20: updatedGraph← Graph.fromEdge(updatedA, newV ertexData(0, 0))
21: end procedure
normalized mutual information (NMI), rand index (RI), precision, recall and F1 introduced
in Section 3.3.6. We also evaluate the efficiency of PAP algorithm in terms of the execution
time.
6.4 Results
We evaluate PAP algorithm in terms of effectiveness and efficiency and analyze the im-
pact of the number of top similarities to retain for clustering (K) on clustering effectiveness
and efficiency and the impacts of the number of processors and the number of documents
on efficiency.
6.4.1 Impact of K on Effectiveness
Figure 6.1 shows the effects of the number of top similarities to retain for clustering (K)
on purity, NMI, RI, precision, recall and F1 given that 2k documents are clustered. When
K = 2k, the clustering algorithm is AP; otherwise, it is PAP. For each evaluation metric,
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Algorithm 8 Difference Calculation
1: procedure CalculateDifference(curGraph(srcID, dstID, (s, a, r)),
updatedGraph(srcID, dstID, (s, a, r)))
2: cur(srcID, dstID, (sum(a), sum(r)))← updatedGraph.aggregateMessages()
3: pre(srcID, dstID, (sum(a), sum(r)))← curGraph.aggregateMessages()
4: delta(sumcur(a) − sumpre(a), sumcur(r) − sumpre(r)) ←
cur.join(pre).values().map()
5: delta.collect()
6: deltaa ← sum(delta. 1)
7: deltar ← sum(delta. 2)
8: diffa ← |deltaa − preDeltaa|
9: diffr ← |deltar − preDeltar|
10: preDeltaa ← deltaa
11: preDeltar ← deltar
12: curGraph← updatedGraph
13: end procedure
Algorithm 9 Exemplar Identification
1: procedure ChooseExemplars(curGraph(srcID, dstID, (s, a, r)))
2: (srcID, (dstID, a+ r))← curGraph
3: (srcID, (dstID,maxV alue))← (srcID, (dstID, a+ r)).aggregateBy(srcID)
4: (dstID, srcID)← (srcID, (dstID,maxV alue))
5: (dstID,List < srcID >)← (dstID, srcID).groupBy(dstID)
6: end procedure
higher scores indicate better performance.
In terms of purity and NMI, PAP outperforms AP with different K values and achieves
its best performance when K = 10. When K increases from 50 to 1k, purity and NMI
slightly increases. PAP has the highest precision when K = 10 and performs better than
AP with certain K values. PAP has similar R1, recall and F1 with AP when K > 10.
It indicates that PAP with retaining a small number of similarities has comparable good
performance as or even better performance than AP.
6.4.2 Impact of K on Efficiency
We then examine the impact of K on the execution time of PAP. Table 6.1 and Table 6.2
present the execution time of PAP with different numbers of top similarities retained for
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Figure 6.1: Impact of K on clustering effectiveness with 2k documents
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Table 6.1: Execution Time of 1 Iteration with Different K and Different Numbers of Pro-
cessors Given 1k Documents
# of Processors
K
10 50 100 500 1k
1 113.86 116.83 119.56 136.47 178.97
4 67.03 69.10 72.08 79.97 108.56
8 49.34 49.47 51.86 55.49 65.05
12 43.61 44.60 46.94 48.57 57.23
16 42.50 43.67 45.38 46.46 56.71
20 42.20 43.61 44.07 45.35 55.51
Table 6.2: Execution Time of 20 Iterations with Different K and Different Numbers of
Processors Given 1k Documents
# of Processors
K
10 50 100 500 1k
1 131.48 138.01 155.44 499.18 1499.40
4 86.85 91.44 96.24 258.37 678.69
8 73.86 78.70 79.56 169.80 359.24
12 70.55 72.09 72.16 139.52 301.32
16 66.07 69.06 70.65 126.47 281.92
20 64.80 68.15 70.15 115.46 273.52
clustering (K) and different numbers of processors given that 1k documents are clustered
through 1 and 20 iterations respectively. WhenK = 1k, the algorithm adopted for clustering
1k documents is AP; otherwise, PAP algorithm is used for clustering.
For executing only 1 iteration with a fixed number of processors, the time decreases
slowly when retaining fewer similarities for clustering, as shown in Table 6.1. With 20
processors, the execution time is reduced by 18% as K decreases from 1k to 500 and reduced
by around 7% when K decreases from 500 to 10. With fewer processors, the execution time
is more significantly reduced by decreasing the K value.
When Iteration = 20, the execution time significantly decreases with the decreasing
number of connections retained, as shown in Table 6.2. When exploiting 20 processors,
with K decreasing from 1k to 500 and from 500 to 100, the execution time is dramatically
reduced by more than 50% and 30% respectively. When K is less than 100, the execution
time slowly decreases as K decreases. The time reduction caused by reducing K is more
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Figure 6.2: Impact of K on clustering efficiency with 1k documents and different numbers
of processors
significant when fewer processors are exploited.
Figure 6.2 plots K vs. the execution time given that 1k documents are clustered with
different numbers of processors. Both X and Y coordinates are log-transformed. When
there is only 1 iteration, the execution time is slightly reduced with the decreasing K. For
20 iterations, the execution time dramatically decreases when K is reduced from 500 to 100,
and then slightly decreases when K is reduced from 100 to 10. It suggests that the execution
time of PAP with a small number of top similarities can be maintained at a relatively low
level even for very large data sets.
We further examine the impact of K on clustering efficiency with different numbers of
documents. Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 present K vs. the execution time with different numbers
of documents on 20 processors through 1 iteration and 20 iterations respectively. We run
PAP algorithm with N documents and top K (K < N) similarities and run AP algorithm
with N documents and N similarities on each data block. It takes shorter time to execute
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Table 6.3: Execution Time of 1 Iteration with Different K and Different Numbers of Docu-
ments Given 20 Processors
# of Documents
K
10 50 100 200 500 1k 2k
50 13.43 13.58 - - - - -
100 15.54 15.55 19.22 - - - -
200 18.42 19.49 19.97 20.71 - - -
500 24.25 26.12 27.02 27.52 30.48 - -
1k 42.20 43.61 44.07 44.34 45.35 55.51 -
2k 375.69 391.25 391.93 392.85 394.86 414.94 821.19
Table 6.4: Execution Time of 20 Iterations with Different K and Different Numbers of
Documents Given 20 Processors
# of Documents
K
10 50 100 200 500 1k
50 41.06 41.98 - - - -
100 41.92 42.53 43.70 - - -
200 44.40 44.56 44.97 48.36 - -
500 50.42 50.49 53.72 57.84 85.16 -
1k 70.55 72.09 72.16 85.22 115.46 273.52
2k 421.41 423.91 428.09 435.46 513.23 809.12
PAP algorithm with a fixed number of documents when retaining fewer top similarities.
When clustering 2k documents through only 1 iteration, PAP with retaining fewer than
1k top similarities takes less than half of the time of AP. When clustering 1k documents
through 20 iterations, the execution time of PAP with different K is much shorter than
half of that of AP. Compared with AP, PAP is more effective in clustering large data sets
through a large number of iterations.
Figure 6.3 shows the impact of K on the execution time with different numbers of
documents on 20 processors. When clustering a fixed number of documents through 1
iteration, the execution time slightly decreases with the decreasing K. For a fixed number
of documents and 20 iterations, the execution time dramatically decreases at first and then
slightly decreases. The time reduction resulted from reducing K value is more significant
for larger data sets. With PAP, the execution time can be reduced to a relatively small
number even for large-scale data sets.
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Figure 6.3: Impact of K on clustering efficiency with 20 processors and different numbers
of documents
6.4.3 Impact of the Number of Processors on Efficiency
As PAP is designed for processing large-scale data set, we evaluate the scalability of
PAP in terms of the execution time with different numbers of processors. Table 6.1 and
Table 6.2 show the number of processors vs. the execution time for clustering 1k documents
through 1 and 20 iterations respectively. The execution time decreases with the increasing
number of processors exploited for computing.
Table 6.1 presents the execution time with only 1 iteration. When the number of
processors increases from 1 to 8, the execution time significantly decreases by half. When
more than 8 processors are used, the execution time slightly decreases by adding more
processors. By making use of 20 processors, the execution time is reduced to 35% of that
with 1 processor.
Table 6.2 shows the time with 20 iterations. By adding more processors, the execution
time significantly decreases with fewer than 8 processors and then slowly decreases.
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Figure 6.4: Impact of the number of processors on clustering efficiency with 1k documents
Figure 6.4 plots the number of processors vs. the execution time with different K given 1k
documents, in which both X and Y coordinates are log-transformed. All lines are inversely
linear on the log-log coordinates.
We analyze the impact of the number of processors (P) on the execution time (T)
given 1k documents by conducting regression analyses with the model: log(T ) = a + b ∗
log(P ). According to Table 6.5, the execution time is inversely proportional to the number of
processors. Therefore, PAP can be applied to process large-scale data sets while maintaining
relatively short execution time by increasing the number of processors.
6.4.4 Impact of the Number of Documents on Efficiency
Finally, we examine the impact of the number of documents on clustering efficiency of
PAP. Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 present the execution time of PAP with different numbers of
documents on 20 processors. We run PAP algorithm with N documents and top K (K < N)
similarities and run AP algorithm with N documents and top N similarities. It is found that
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Table 6.5: Impact of the Number of Processors on the Execution Time with 1k Documents
Relying on Regression Analyses
Iteration K a b
1 500 4.9*** -0.39***
1 100 4.75*** -0.35***
1 50 4.72*** -0.35***
1 10 4.7*** -0.35***
20 500 6.21*** -0.5***
20 100 5*** -0.27***
20 50 4.89*** -0.24***
20 10 4.84*** -0.24***
Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05
with the increasing number of documents to be clustered through 1 iteration, the execution
time with a fixed K slowly increases when N < 1k and then increases by about 10 times
when N changes from 1k to 2k. The similar pattern is also found when running 20 iterations.
For a fixed K and 20 iterations, the time of clustering 2k documents is about 10 times as
much as that of clustering 500 documents.
Figure 6.5 shows the impact of the number of documents on the execution time on 20
processors, where both X and Y coordinates are log-transformed. In general, it takes longer
time to execute PAP clustering algorithm on a larger data set. When clustering larger data
sets with a relatively small number of top similarities, PAP is less sensitive to the selection
of K in terms of efficiency.
6.5 Conclusion
We develop the Pruned Affinity Propagation (PAP) algorithm in the Spark framework
for clustering large-scale data sets. It consists of three components: similarity matrix
calculation, similarity matrix refinement and message passing. Different from the Affinity
Propagation (AP) algorithm which takes all similarities between documents as input for the
process of message passing and has a O(N2) time complexity, PAP only retains K strong
associations for documents through the process of similarity matrix refinement and hence
has a O(N) time complexity if K is a constant.
According to our experiment, PAP achieves much higher efficiency than AP while main-
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Figure 6.5: Impact of the number of documents on clustering efficiency with 20 processors
taining strong effectiveness by retaining a small number of similarities for each document
in the similarity matrix. The execution time of PAP is greatly reduced by increasing the
number of processors and remains competitive with large numbers of documents, indicating
its scalability. It is also found that PAP is not sensitive to the selection of the number of
top similarities in terms of efficiency when the number is much smaller than the number of
documents. Therefore, PAP has the ability to support data-intensive processing. It achieves
high effectiveness and efficiency by eliminating weak associations and exploiting a number
of processors.
With the support of PAP for text clustering, the cluster-based IR system can efficiently
group large data sets into meaningful clusters, help users discover important patterns in
the data, and help them learn and explore in a dynamic, complex information space.
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7. Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
Classic IR systems, such as search engines, are useful in helping users find information.
However, they become less effective when users have vague information needs or cannot
articulate their information needs in queries. Cluster-based IR systems, such as those
based on the Scatter/Gather paradigm, have been used to help users clarify their informa-
tion needs and promote learning via interactive document clustering and summarization.
These systems have the potential to facilitate user browsing large document collections
and exploring topics. However, they suffer from problems such as poor clustering quality,
ambiguous cluster labels, and the inefficiency to process large-scale data sets. To improve
interactive clustering and labeling performance, new term weighting methods should be
developed to dynamically identify most influential features in selected clusters/subsets. As
big-data challenges arise, parallel algorithms are needed to support cluster-based systems
for data-intensive processing.
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 target the term weighting problem. In interactive clustering,
term distributions vary in different clusters/subsets of a collection. Features that are good
discriminators to differentiate clusters may be not useful in partitioning a cluster/subset
into smaller clusters. In order to generate good clusters and labels, new features should
be dynamically identified based on the shifted term distributions in the subset. Classic
TF*IDF calculates term weights based on term distributions in the collection and is often
incapable of identifying most informative terms within that subset. In Chapter 3, we pro-
pose TF*ICDF term weighting scheme that integrates intra-cluster information into term
weighting process and dynamically identifies important terms from the cluster/subset. It
outperforms TF*IDF in several aspects for clustering and labeling with various configura-
tions. Chapter 4 introduces a new term weighing scheme, namely LIG, based on the least
information theory. Similar to information gain (IG), LIG measures the amount of infor-
mation required for a probability distribution change. Based on LIG, we develop DF*LIG
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labeling method to label clusters with terms that carry more information in revealing the
contents of clusters. It has better performance in terms of coverage, overlap and precision in
comparison to DF*IG. By integrating TF*ICDF for term weighting and clustering, DF*LIG
produces more representative, distinctive and accurate labels than when it is combined with
TF*IDF.
In Chapters 5 and 6, we focus on developing parallel algorithms in the Spark frame-
work, in order to improve clustering efficiency and support data-intensive processing by
taking advantage of computational capabilities of individual machines. Chapter 5 presents
distributed versions of TF*ICDF and DF*LIG algorithms. Their efficiency improves sig-
nificantly with an increased number of processors or by performing feature selection. In
Chapter 6, we propose a parallel clustering algorithm called Pruned Affinity Propagation
(PAP). Compared with the original Affinity Propagation (AP) algorithm that takes all
associations between documents into consideration, PAP focusing on strong associations
between documents achieves much higher efficiency while maintaining strong effectiveness.
Results also show that the execution time of PAP is greatly reduced by increasing the num-
ber of processors and remains competitive with large numbers of documents, indicating its
scalability.
Cluster-based IR systems have the potential to facilitate searching and promote learning,
but failed to attract many users. By integrating these effective and scalable methods for
text clustering and cluster labeling, a cluster-based IR system will become more capable
of dynamically identifying key features and hence producing meaningful clustering and
representative labels, which may further improve user-perceived effectiveness of the system
and attract more users. With the ability to process large-scale data sets, such a system can
reveal patterns and help users explore topics in the more complex information space.
7.2 Impacts
We discuss our contributions and impacts in terms of what has been accomplished in
this dissertation study.
(1) Enhanced performance of term weighting, clustering and labeling
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Both TF*ICDF and DF*LIG integrate cluster information into term weighting pro-
cess. By focusing on term distributions in selected clusters/subsets, TF*ICDF dy-
namically identifies new influential features and hence improves clustering and label-
ing performance. DF*LIG detects terms that are good discriminators by analyzing
term distributions in different clusters and therefore produces more representative,
distinctive and accurate labels. These term weighting schemes can also be applied
to improve clustering algorithms, such as hierarchical clustering methods. In hier-
archical methods that organize documents into a hierarchy in a top-bottom manner
by recursively splitting clusters, features are normally selected and weighted based
on collection-wide statistics. Sometimes, however, they are unable to split the clus-
ter because documents look very similar in terms of the selected features. Our term
weighting schemes enable these clustering algorithms to dynamically identify key fea-
tures from the target subset to be split and construct the hierarchy.
(2) Enhanced performance of cluster-based IR systems
Cluster-based IR systems suffer from poor clustering and labeling performance and
big-data problems, leading to user-perceived effectiveness degradation. With the sup-
port of the proposed scalable algorithms, a cluster-based IR system can produce good
clusters and labels while maintaining high efficiency. The Scatter/Gather system usu-
ally retrieves a small amount of top-ranked search results from the search engine and
provides the clustered results to users. Sometimes, it is insufficient for users to get
information only from the top-ranked results. The proposed algorithms enable Scat-
ter/Gather to reveal patterns and topics from data at a greater scale. With the ability
to generate meaningful clusters, produce representative labels and cope with large data
sets, cluster-based IR systems may be perceived as useful tools for exploratory search
and hence attract more users.
(3) Evaluation metrics with broad application
We propose two sets of evaluation metrics to measure the performance of labeling
methods in terms of coverage and overlap. These evaluation methods can be applied
in other domains for labeling evaluation.
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(4) Empirical validation of the least information theory in cluster-based IR context
LIG is proposed based on the least information theory. According to our experiment,
DF*LIG has better performance than DF*IG in terms of coverage, overlap and preci-
sion. It shows that the least information theory provides an effective way to measure
information reduction and can be applied in cluster-based IR to identify terms that
carry more information in discriminating clusters.
(5) Enabling other systems and applications
When confronting a new unstructured large data set, users, especially non-experts,
are unable to know the organization of the data set and the topics involved in it using
current applications. With the proposed scalable algorithms, new data mining and
visualization applications can be developed to automatically capture the structure of
the data set, extract topics and present the structure and topics visually. It enables
users to explore, learn, and develop some understanding of the data set even if they
are not domain experts.
7.3 Future Work
In this thesis, we propose scalable algorithms to improve the performance of clustering
and labeling for large-scale IR systems. More work needs to be done in the following
directions:
(1) Integrating Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
Text processing is the first step of document clustering. We simply tokenize text
into single words and use words as features without using any NLP techniques in
this experiment. It may affect the results of feature selection and term weighting,
leading to degraded accuracy of our experimental results. In our future study, we will
integrate NLP techniques for input preprocessing.
(2) Enriching the feature space
A variety of features can be used in clustering and labeling. In this experiment, we use
single words as features in feature selection and term weighting. However, sometimes,
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it is difficult for users to understand the content of a cluster by just looking at its
labels when the cluster is labeled with single words. Other types of features, such as
n-grams and phrases, may be good choices for cluster labeling. We will examine a
variety of features for clustering and labeling.
(3) Improving labeling evaluation methods
In this thesis, we propose some labeling evaluation metrics based on the basic string
matching method. Terms that are semantically related are not taken into considera-
tion. In order to more accurately evaluate the performance of labeling algorithms, we
will take advantage of lexical databases and external repositories, such as WordNet
and Wikipedia.
(4) Evaluating the effectiveness of distributed term weighting algorithms
We examine the effectiveness of the proposed term weighting algorithms in the non-
distributed mode and expect the same level of effectiveness in the distributed mode.
The term weighting algorithm in different modes produces the same results. But
k-means clustering algorithm, which is sensitive to the selection of initial centroids,
may generate different clustering results by following the same procedure in different
modes. Therefore, we also need to examine the effectiveness of distributed term
weighting algorithms in the Spark framework.
(5) Studying more clustering and labeling algorithms
We evaluate the performance of the proposed term weighting schemes with k-means
clustering algorithm. As there are sufficient variables to study in this study, includ-
ing term weighting, feature selection and cluster labeling, we investigate only one
clustering algorithm and focus on other variables. However, the performance of the
term weighting algorithm may vary when it is combined with different clustering al-
gorithms. It is worth to know how the proposed schemes work with other clustering
algorithms, including fuzzy clustering algorithms.
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